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Chapter 1

S

ituated on the Upper East SideXJUIBHMPSJPVTWJFXPG
UIFQBSL UIF"UIFOJB)PUFMXBTTVQQPTFEUPCFTPNFLJOE
PG0MZNQVT IJHIJOUIFDMPVETBCPWFUIFNFSFNPSUBMT BQMBDFGPS
QMBZJOHBOEESJOLJOHBOEEBODJOHMJLFHPET#VUBT.BDFZGPMMPXFE
IFS GBUIFS BOE NPUIFS PVU PG UIF HMFBNJOH FMFWBUPS BOE JOUP UIF
UPXFSJOHCBMMSPPN TIFXBTOUFYBDUMZJOUIFNPPE
4VSF  UIF $BMMPXBZ #BMM XBT TVQQPTFE UP CF UIF DIBSJUZ
FWFOUPGUIFTFBTPO CVUCFGPSF.BDFZIBEFWFOFOUFSFEUIFCBMM
SPPN TIFBMSFBEZLOFXQSFDJTFMZXIBUTIFXBTHPJOHUPëOE
4IFTBXUIFTBNFGPPEBOEUIFTBNFCBOEɨFTBNFPME
NFO ìJSUJOH XJUI UIF TBNF ZPVOH XPNFO ɨF TBNF TUPSJFT BOE
DBOBQÏTBOEQFPQMFQSFUFOEJOHUIFZXFSFUIFSFGPSDIBSJUZBOEOPU
KVTUGPSBQJDUVSFJOUIFHPTTJQDPMVNOTPO1BHF4JY
4P.BDFZEFDJEFEOPUUPMPPLBUUIFSPPNBTUIFEBVHIUFS
PGBTFOBUPSBOEBDPTNFUJDTIFJSFTT.BDFZGPVOEIFSTFMGMPPLJOH
BUJUBTB(BMMBHIFS(JSM4IFIFBSEIFS$PWFSU0QFSBUJPOTJOTUSVD
UPSTWPJDFJOIFSFBSBTTIFDPVOUFEUIFFYJUTJOUIFCBMMSPPN ëWF 
BOE UIF BSNFE TFDVSJUZ QSPGFTTJPOBMT UIFSF UP XBUDI PWFS 7*1T
UISFF  4IF NFOUBMMZ OPUFE UIF CFTU XBZT UP CMPDL UIF DBNFSBT 
BOE TIF FBWFTESPQQFE PO UFO EJêFSFOU DPOWFSTBUJPOT JO GPVS EJG
GFSFOUMBOHVBHFT#VUTUJMM .BDFZ.D)FOSZDPVMEOUIFMQIFSTFMG
.BDFZ.D)FOSZXBTCPSFE
4IF XBT KVTU TUBSUJOH UP DPOTJEFS IFS FTDBQF UIF ëSF FYJU

OFBSUIFLJUDIFOTFFNFEFTQFDJBMMZQSPNJTJOH XIFO BUMBTU .BDFZ
TBXTPNFUIJOHUIBUTIFBCTPMVUFMZXBTOPUFYQFDUJOH
A boy.
0I UIFSFXFSFBMXBZTQMFOUZPGZPVOHNFOBUUIFTFQBS
UJFTɨFZXFOUCZOBNFTMJLF4DPPUFSBOE.JUDIFMMBOE#FBVBOE
XFSFGSFRVFOUMZKVOJPSTPSTFDPOETPSUIJSETɨFZXFOUUPTDIPPMT
MJLF $PMHBO BOE &YFUFS BOE IBE IPCCJFT UIBU WBSJFE GSPN QPMP
UPZBDIUJOH XPNBOJ[JOHUPSFIBC#VUXBMLJOHUISPVHIUIFEPPS
SJHIUUIFOXBTPOFCPZXIPTFFNFE JOBXPSE differentGSPNUIF
others.
8IFO.BDFZXBMLFECZJOIJHIIFFMTBOEBTUSBQMFTTSFE
ESFTTXJUIBTMJUIJHIPOIFSUIJHI IFEJEOUTUBSF8IFOTIFUVDLFE
IFSHMPTTZCMBDLIBJSCFIJOEIFSFBS IFEJEOUOPUJDF"OEXIFO
TIFBMMPXFEIFSCMVFFZFTUPMJOHFSBNPNFOUUPPMPOHJOIJTEJSFD
UJPO IFHBWFBTNBMMTNJMFPGJOEJêFSFODFBOEUVSOFEBOETUBSUFE
BDSPTTUIFDSPXEFESPPN
'PSBNPNFOU .BDFZTUVEJFEIJNUIFPOFQV[[MFJOUIF
SPPNUIF(BMMBHIFS"DBEFNZIBEOUUBVHIUIFSIPXUPCSFBL4IF
SBDLFE IFS CSBJO  USZJOH UP SFNFNCFS JG TIFE NFU IJN BU BOZ PG
UIFNBOZTDIPPMTTIFIBEBUUFOEFECFGPSFUIF(BMMBHIFS"DBEFNZ
UPPLIFSJO CVUUIFCPZSFNBJOFEBWFSZIBOETPNFFOJHNB
*UXBTTPNFUIJOHPGBHBNFUPIFSBGUFSUIBU)FXBTUBMM 
XJUI CSPBE TIPVMEFST BOE DBSFMFTT IBJS  JO B EFTJHOFS UVYFEP UIBU
IFXPSFBTJGJUXBTTJNQMZXIBUIFEGPVOEPOUIFìPPSCZIJTCFE
UIBUNPSOJOH8JUIIJTSPHVJTITNJMFBOEDPPMJOEJêFSFODF UIBU
CPZMPPLFEIPX.BDFZ.D)FOSZBMXBZTGFMUMJLFIFECFFOCPSO
JOUPBXPSMEPGQSJWJMFHFBOEIBETQFOUIJTXIPMFMJGFOPUSFBMMZDBS
JOHXIFUIFSPSOPUJUTQBUIJNPVU
4IFXBUDIFEIJNTUPQUPQBUUIFNBZPSPOUIFCBDL)F
TUVNCMFEBMJUUMFJOUIFDSPXE BOEIJTMFGUIBOEEJTBQQFBSFEFWFS
TPCSJFìZJOTJEFUIFNBZPSTUVYFEPQPDLFU*UXBTPWFSJOBìBTI 
BCMJOL BTFDPOE"OE.BDFZXBTRVJUFDFSUBJOTIFXBTUIFPOMZ

QFSTPOJOUIFFOUJSFSPPNUPIBWFTFFOJU CVUUIBUXBTKVTUBTXFMM
"UMBTU .BDFZIBETFFOFOPVHI"OEBUMBTU UIFCPZNBEFTFOTF
$BSFGVMMZ TIFXBMLFEUISPVHIUIFDSPXEVOUJMTIFGPVOE
IJN TUBOEJOH PVU PO UIF IPUFM CBMDPOZ  FBUJOH B KVNCP TISJNQ
XJUIPOFCJHCJUF
i:PV NJHIU XBOU UP QVU UIBU CBDL w TIF UPME IJN 4IF
MFBOFEBHBJOTUUIFMFEHF IFSIBOETBUUIFTNBMMPGIFSCBDL'SPN
UIFSF TIFDPVMEMPPLVQBUIJTTRVBSFKBXBOECSJHIUFZFT8IFOIF
TNJMFEEPXOBUIFS EFTQJUFIFSUSBJOJOH TIFNJHIUIBWFTXPPOFE
a little.
i/PXXIBUXPVMEUIBUCF w)FDPDLFEIJTIFBE
iɨFNBZPSTDFMMQIPOF wTIFUPMEIJNi*UXBTTPSVEFPG
ZPVUPTMJQJUPVUPGIJTQPDLFUXIFOIFXBTEJTUSBDUFEw
ɨFCPZGFJHOFEPêFOTFi8PVME*EPUIBU w
i:PVLOPXZPVEJEw
i*EPOUIBWFBDFMMQIPOFw)FIFMEIJTIBOETPVUXJEF
i(PBIFBE'SJTLNFw)FMFBOFEBMJUUMFDMPTFSBOEXJOLFEXIFO
IFTBJE i:PVLOPXZPVXBOUUPw
i/JDF USZ w .BDFZ TBJE  UPUBMMZ JNNVOF UP UIF ìJSUJOH
i"OE JU NJHIU XPSL JG * IBEOU TFFO ZPV TUFBM JU B NJOVUF BOE B
IBMGBHPw
i:FT CVUFWJEFOUMZZPVEJEOUTFFNFput it backGPSUZëWF
TFDPOET BHPw ɨFO  BT JG PO DVF  B QIPOF TUBSUFE UP SJOH i4FF w
UIFCPZTBJE QPJOUJOHBUUIFNBZPS XIPXBTTFBSDIJOHIJTUVYFEP
KBDLFU ëOBMMZëOEJOHUIFEFWJDFOPUFYBDUMZXIFSFIFEMFGUJU
"OEGPSUIFëSTUUJNFUIBUFWFOJOH .BDFZXBTJNQSFTTFE
i0I ZPVSFHPPEw
i8FMM JG.BDFZ.D)FOSZTBZTTPywɨFCPZUVSOFEGSPN
UIFSBJMJOHBOETUFQQFECBDLUPXBSEUIFCBMMSPPN BOEBHBJOTIF
GFMUUIFQBOHUIBUTPNFUIJOHJOUIJTCPZXBTGBNJMJBS
i*TFFNUPCFBUBEJTBEWBOUBHF wTIFUPMEIJN
i%POUGFFMCBEw)FHSJOOFEi.PTUQFPQMFBSFw

i*NFBOywTIFTBJEQPJOUFEMZ iXIBUTZPVSOBNF w
i:PVECFTVSQSJTFEIPXNBOZUJNFT*HFUBTLFEUIBURVFT
UJPO wIFTBJEUIFOIFMPPLFEBU.BDFZBOFXi.ZGSJFOETDBMMNF
)BMFw
i)BMF "TJOya)BMF wTIFBTLFE CVUIFPOMZTNJMFEJOSF
TQPOTFi8IZBSFZPVTUFBMJOHDFMMQIPOFT %PFTOU)BMF*OEVTUSJFT
PXOBDFMMQIPOFDPNQBOZ w
i0OMZBMJUUMFPOF w)BMFTBJE FYBTQFSBUFE UIFOBEEFEUP
IJNTFMG i8IZBSFHJSMTBMXBZTHFUUJOHUIBUXSPOH w
i)PXEJTBQQPJOUJOH w.BDFZTBJEi*XBTTUBSUJOHUPUIJOL
ZPVXFSFTPNFIJHITPDJFUZUIJFG EFUFSNJOFEUPQJMGFSPVSQFBSMT
BOETUFBMPVS3PMFYFTɨFQBSUZKVTUHPUCPSJOHBHBJOw
i*DPVMECFBUIJFGw)FTPVOEFEBMNPTUJOTVMUFE
iɨF HSBOETPO PG POF PG UIF XFBMUIJFTU XPNFO JO UIF
XPSME w.BDFZBTLFEi4PNFIPX*EPVCUJUw
i8PVMEJUNBLFZPVGFFMBOZCFUUFSJG*UPMEZPVUIBUTF
SJBMOVNCFSTNBLF3PMFYFTBMNPTUJNQPTTJCMFUPGFODF #VUQFBSMT 
POUIFPUIFSIBOEyw)FMFBOFEBMJUUMFDMPTFS TUVEJFEIFSBMJUUMF
IBSEFS#VUUIFO KVTUUIBURVJDLMZ UIFTQBSLMFGBEFE)FTFFNFE
BMNPTUTFSJPVTXIFOIFTBJE i*NTPSSZJG*NOPUìJSUJOHXJUIZPV
*NLJOEPGTQPLFOGPSw
i*NTPSSZJG*NOPUEJTBQQPJOUFE*LJOEPGEPOUDBSFw
i" ZFBS BHP ZPVS GBUIFS XBT SVOOJOH GPS WJDF QSFTJEFOU
ɨBUTIPX*LOFXZPVSOBNFw
“IXBT"NFSJDBTTXFFUIFBSU w.BDFZTBJE BMJUUMFUPPNVDI
TBDDIBSJOJOIFSWPJDF
)FHBWFIFSBTNJMFi"NFSJDBDPVMEEPXPSTFw
ɨFNVTJDXBTMPVEFSUIBO.BDFZSFNFNCFSFEXIFOTIF
XBMLFE XJUI )BMF CBDL UP UIF CBMM "OE GPS POF CSJFG NPNFOU 
IF MPPLFE MJLF B DPEF TIF SFBMMZ XBOUFE UP CSFBL  B MBOHVBHF TIF
DPVMEOURVJUFVOEFSTUBOE
i* TVQQPTF * DPVME USZ UP QVMM TPNF IJHIDMBTT IFJTU w IF

UPMEIFSi:PVLOPXyKVTUUPTQJDFVQZPVSFWFOJOHw
i3FBMMZ 8FMM *NQSFUUZTVSF-BEZ%BSMJOHUPOXBTXFBS
JOHFNFSBMEFBSSJOHTXIFOTIFHPUIFSFw
ɨFCPZMPPLFEJNQSFTTFEi:FT#VU)FS-BEZTIJQQVUIFS
FBSSJOHTJOIFSIBOECBHUFONJOVUFTBHPw)FTISVHHFEi#FTJEFT 
*IBWFBCBEIJTUPSZXJUIFNFSBMETw
i8IBU BCPVU DBOBSJFT w .BDFZ TDBOOFE UIF DSPXE BOE
QPJOUFE UP UIF POF KFXFM UIBU TUPPE PVU GSPN BMM UIF PUIFST BT JU
EBOHMFEBSPVOEUIFOFDLPGUIFXPNBOPGUIFIPVS
iɨF$BMMPXBZ$BOBSZ 0I WFSZUFNQUJOHyw)FMPPLFE
MPOHJOHMZ BU UIF OFDLMBDF UIBU TFFNFE UP DBUDI FWFSZ CJU PG MJHIU
JOUIFSPPNi5XFOUZDBSBUTJGUIFSVNPSTBSFUSVF"QFSGFDUDB
OBSZEJBNPOETVSSPVOEFECZìBXMFTTXIJUFTUPOFTy/PQF4PSSZw
)BMF TIPPL IJT IFBE BOE QVMMFE BOPUIFS TISJNQ GSPN B QBTTJOH
USBZi#FTJEFT JUTBGBLF wIFUPMEIFSXJUIIJTNPVUIGVMM
i/P JUTOPU w.BDFZTBJEi*BTTVSFZPV PMEMBEZ$BMMPXBZ
JTSJDIFOPVHIUPCVZBOZEJBNPOETIFXBOUTɨFSFTOPSFBTPO
GPSherUPIBWFBGBLFw
i0I *NTVSFUIF$BMMPXBZ$BOBSZJTWFSZSFBM w)BMFUPME
IFS )F HSBCCFE BOPUIFS TISJNQ BOE QPJOUFE XJUI JU BDSPTT UIF
SPPNi*NKVTUTBZJOHUIBUTOPUJUw
8BT IF MZJOH  .BZCF #VU UIFO BHBJO  .BDFZ SFBMJ[FE 
NBZCFOPU
i4PBSFZPVUIF)BMFXIPXBTJOTUJUVUJPOBMJ[FEPSUIFPOF
XIPCVSOFEEPXOUIFQMBOFUBSJVNBU$PMHBO w
ɨF CPZ TISVHHFE BOE TNJMFE  MPPLFE BU IFS XJUI UIBU
UIPVTBOEXBUUHSJOi8IPTBZTUIFZDBOUCFPOFBOEUIFTBNF w
i4FSJPVTMZw.BDFZGFMUIFSTFMGHSPXJOHJNQBUJFOUi8IFSF
EPZPVHPUPTDIPPM w
i,OJHIUTCVSZ8IZ 8IFSFEPZPVHP w
i*UTBHJSMTTDIPPM w.BDFZUPMEIJN
i4P *LOPXMPUTPGHJSMTw

i/PU MJLF UIFTF w .BDFZ TBJE XJUI B TIBLF PG IFS IFBE
i8IZEPOU*LOPXZPV w
“Does anyone ever reallyLOPXTPNFPOFFMTF w
i:PVUIJOLZPVSFDVUF wTIFUPMEIJN
i:PVUIJOLZPVSFHPSHFPVT#VU*NUIFPOFHVZIFSFXIP
LOPXTCFUUFSw
i4P*NnotHPSHFPVT w.BDFZDIBMMFOHFE
i0GDPVSTFZPVBSFw)FTUBSUFEBXBZ UVSOFECBDLBUUIF
MBTU NJOVUF i#VU *N UIF HVZ XIP ëHVSFE PVU UIBUT OPU BMM ZPV
BSFw
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ĂÿýĄøñĄĀÿùþĄöÿĂćñĂô 88)BMF7LOFXUXPUIJOHT
GPSDFSUBJO'JSTU UIFQBSUZXBTGBSNPSFJOUFSFTUJOHUIBOIFE
CFFO FYQFDUJOH #VU UIF TFDPOE BOE NPSF JNQPSUBOU  UIJOH XBT
UIBUIFTIPVMEOPUUBMLUP.BDFZBHBJO4JODFUIFEBZBMJUUMFPWFS
UXPZFBSTCFGPSFXIFOIFIBEDSBXMFEPVUIJTXJOEPXBOEPVUPG
IJTXPSME )BMFIBEMJWFEXJUIUIFGFBSUIBUTPNFEBZTPNFPOFJO
IJTPMEMJGFNJHIUëOEPVUBCPVUIJTOFXPOF BOEIFDPVMEOUTIBLF
UIFGFFMJOHUIBU.BDFZXBTWFSZNVDIVQUPUIFDIBMMFOHF
4IFXBTOUBUIJFGPGUIBUNVDI)BMFXBTBMNPTUTVSF#VU
TIFXBTOUZPVSUZQJDBMTPDJFUZHJSMFJUIFS)FSTUFQTIBEUPPNVDI
QVSQPTF IFS CMVF FZFT NPWFE BSPVOE UIF SPPN XJUI UPP NVDI
QSFDJTJPO4IFSFNJOEFEIJNGBSNPSFPGUIFHJSMTJOUIFXPSMEIFE
DIPTFOUIBOUIFHJSMTJOUIFXPSMEIFECFFOCPSOUP BOEUIBUXBT
XIZIFLOFXUIBUIFTIPVMEOUMFUIFSTUVEZIJNUPPDMPTFMZɨBU
NBZCFTIFNJHIUTFFBMJUUMFUPPNVDI
*UEJEOUNBUUFSBOZXBZ )BMFSFBMJ[FE)FXBTOUHPJOHUP
TUJDLBSPVOEUPëOEPVU)FMPPLFEEPXOBUIJTXBUDIɨFO
BNBOJOBEBSLHSBZTVJUDBVHIU)BMFTFZFBOETUBSUFEIJTXBZ
i:FT  TJS w .BSDVT BTLFE )BMF IBE PGUFO XPOEFSFE IPX
.BSDVTSFBEIJNTPXFMM)FXBTTVQQPTFEUPIBWFBHPPEQPLFS
GBDF BGUFSBMM#VUJUEJEOUNBUUFSIPXHPPEBOJOTJEFNBO)BMF
XBTTVQQPTFEUPCF.BSDVTXBTBGBSTVQFSJPSCVUMFS
i* UIJOL *N JO UIF NPPE UP MFBWF  .BSDVT w )BMF TBJE 

TDBOOJOH UIF SPPN )F TBX IJT GBUIFS DIBUUJOH VQ B CVTJOFTT BT
TPDJBUF CZ UIF CBS IJT NPUIFS XBT CVTZ MPPLJOH PWFS BO BOUJRVF
DMPDL UIBU XBT B QBSU PG UIF TJMFOU BVDUJPO )F XPOEFSFE FYBDUMZ
IPXMPOHJUXPVMECFCFGPSFUIFZSFBMJ[FEIFXBTHPOF*GUIFZE
FWFSSFBMJ[Fy
i8IBUTPVSFYJUTUSBUFHZ w)BMFBTLFE
i* CFMJFWF UIF TUBJST CZ UIF CBMDPOZ BSF NPTUMZ WBDBOU w
.BSDVTUPMEIJN
i1FSGFDU w)BMFTBJE BOEXJUIPVUBOPUIFSXPSEIFTUBSUFE
UPXBSEUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIFSPPN8IFOIJTQIPOFSBOH IFIBE
UPEJHUISPVHIIJTQPDLFUUPëOEJU BOEIJTëOHFSTCSVTIFEBHBJOTU
BQBJSPGUJOZFBSCVETIFBOE,BUIBEMBTUVTFEJO.POUF$BSMP
)BMFTNJMFEBMJUUMF SFBMJ[JOHIFIBEOUXPSOUIFUVYJOBHFT*UXBT
KVTUPOFPGNBOZXBZTIJTMJGFIBEDIBOHFEJOUIFZFBSTTJODFBHJSM
OBNFE,BUBSJOB#JTIPQDSBXMFEJOUPIJTXJOEPXBOEJOUPIJTMJGF
i:PVSFMBUF w,BUTBJEBTTPPOBT)BMFQVUUIFQIPOFUPIJT
FBS4IFXBTOUUIFLJOEPGHJSMUPXBJUGPShello.
i8IBUDBO*TBZ .BDFZ.D)FOSZIBTCFFOUISPXJOHIFS
TFMGBUNFyw
i4FF UIBUTUIFLJOEPGUIJOHUIBUXPVMENBLFNFKFBMPVT
JGTIFXFSFOUXBZPVUPGZPVSMFBHVFw
i:PVLOPX JG*IBEGFFMJOHT UIBUNJHIUIBWFIVSUUIFNw
i4PSSZ wTIFTBJEi/PXDPNFPOEPXOɨFSFTB3BQIBFM
JO3PNFUIBUIBTPVSOBNFPOJUw
i* EPOU LOPXyw )BMF TUBSUFE i*U NJHIU CF IBSE UP HFU
BXBZGSPN.BDFZ*UMPPLTMJLFTIFXPSLTPVU"OEZPVLOPXIPX
DSB[Z*ESJWFUIFMBEJFTw
i$SB[Z JT BO VOEFSTUBUFNFOUw ,BU UPPL B EFFQ CSFBUI
i"N*HPJOHUPIBWFUPDPNFVQUIFSF #FDBVTF*XJMM*IBWFOP
PCKFDUJPOUPTUFBMJOHQFPQMF ZPVLOPXw
)BMFTUBSUFEUPMBVHI)FXBOUFEUPUFBTF#VUSJHIUUIFO
IFTBXTPNFUIJOHUIBUTFFNFEBMJUUMFPVUPGQMBDFJOUIFFMBCPSBUFMZ

EFDPSBUFECBMMSPPN#FIJOEUIFTUBHF DPWFSFEJODBOWBT MBZBEF
WJDF BQJFDFPGNFUBMTUJDLJOHPVUBUTVDIBOBOHMFUIBUPOMZ)BMF
DPVMESFBMMZTFFJU
,BU UBMLFE PO  CVU )BMF XBT OP MPOHFS MJTUFOJOH BT IF
DSFQU DMPTFS UP UIF OBSSPX HBQ CFUXFFO XBMM BOE TUBHF  MPPLJOH
ɨJOLJOH
i)BMF w,BUTWPJDFTPVOEFEJOIJTFBSi)BMF BSFZPVMJT
UFOJOHUPNF w
ɨBU XBT XIFO )BMF OPUJDFE B IPUFM FNQMPZFF TUBOEJOH
CFOFBUI UIF TFDVSJUZ DBNFSB UIBU XBT USBJOFE PO UIF EBODF ìPPS 
BOPEECBHESBQFEBDSPTTIJTBSN0OUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIFSPPN 
BTJHOUIBUSFBEUIBUUIFFMFWBUPSTXFSFUFNQPSBSJMZPVUPGTFSWJDF
NBEF)BMFTNJOEDPNFUPBUFSSJGZJOHTUPQ
8IFO)BMFTBXBNBOMJOHFSJOHOFBSUIFFMFWBUPST IFIBE
BTVEEFOTFOTFPGEÏKËWV SFNFNCFSJOHBQBSUJDVMBSMZJOUSJDBUFPQ
FSBUJPOJO%FONBSL
"OPUIFSNBO JOBOJMMëUUJOHXBJUFSTVOJGPSN XBTNPW
JOH UP UIF TUBJST CZ UIF WFSBOEB  BOE )BMF UIPVHIU BCPVU B MPOH
OJHIUTQFOUOFBSBHBSCBHFDIVUFJO#FMJ[F
iɨBU TFUUMFT JUw ,BU TPVOEFE BOOPZFE CZ )BMFT TJMFODF
i*NDPNJOHVQw
i/P  ,BUw )BMF TIPVUFE  CVU TIF XBT BMSFBEZ HPOF
i.BSDVT *OFFEZPVUPHPEPXOTUBJST/PX4UPQ,BUw
i0GDPVSTF TJSw
i"OE  .BSDVT w )BMF DBMMFE BGUFS IJN i+VTUyUFMM IFS *
IBWFUIFTFw)BMFSFBDIFEJOUPIJTQPDLFUBOEGPVOEUIFMPOHGPS
gotten earbuds.
*UJTBUFTUBNFOUUPCPUI.BSDVTTEFNFBOPSBOEUIFPEE
JUJFT PG )BMFT OFX MJGF UIBU UIF CVUMFS EJEOU TBZ BOPUIFS XPSE
)FEJEOUBTLBTJOHMFRVFTUJPO"OE)BMFXBTMFGUXJUIPOFPUIFS
thing to do.
iɨFSFZPVBSF w)BMFUPMEIJTNPUIFSXIFOIFGPVOEIFS

i0I EBSMJOH EPZPVLOPX.JDIBFM$BMMPXBZ )JTNPUIFS
JTUIFFWFOUDIBJS8FWFKVTUCFFOBSHVJOHPWFSXIFUIFSIFJTHPJOH
UPMFUNFPVUCJEIJNGPSUIJTHPSHFPVTBOUJRVFDMPDL w.ST)BMF
TBJE CVUIFSTPOEJEOUDBSF
i4PSSZ w)BMFUPMEUIFNBOJOUIFUVYXJUIUIFTNBMMCJUT
PG TXFBU HBUIFSJOH BU IJT CSPX i* OFFE IFS w IF TBJE  QVMMJOH IJT
NPUIFSGSPNUIFUBCMFBOEUPXBSEUIFCBOLPGFMFWBUPSTPOUIFGBS
TJEFPGUIFSPPN UIFPOFTUIBUBQQFBSFEUPTUJMMCFPQFSBUJPOBM
i.PN *OFFEZPVUPDPNFXJUINFw
i#VU EBSMJOH wUIFXPNBOQSPUFTUFE iJUT4XJTTw
ɨFFMFWBUPSEJOHFEBOE)BMFQVTIFEIFSJOTJEFJUi4PSSZ
%BEXJMMNFFUZPVEPXOTUBJSTw
ɨFEPPSTXFSFKVTUTUBSUJOHUPDMPTFXIFOTPNFPOFZFMMFE 
i)PMEJUwBOE)BMFUVSOFEUPTFF.BDFZ.D)FOSZESBHHJOHIFS
PXO NPUIFS CFIJOE IFS i4IFT HPJOH EPXO w .BDFZ TBJE  BOE
QVTIFEUIFCVUUPOGPSUIFMPCCZ#FGPSFBOZPOFFMTFDPVMEQSPUFTU 
UIFEPPSTTMJETNPPUIMZDMPTFE
#FIJOE)BMF BOPUIFSFMFWBUPSPQFOFE BOE.BDFZQPJOUFE
UPJUi"GUFSZPV wTIFTBJE
“No w )BMF MFU UIF XPSE TUSFUDI PVU i"GUFS
ZPVw
i/P w.BDFZTBJE4IFHSBCCFEIJTBSNBOEQVTIFE
i)FZ *CSVJTF w)BMFTBJEi"MTP ZPVBSFGSFBLJTIMZTUSPOHw
.BDFZ.D)FOSZXBTTJEMJOHVQUPIJN4IFMPPLFEMJLFB
CPSFETPDJFUZHJSMXIPXBTJOUIFNPPEUPHSBCUIFOFBSFTUHVZBOE
MFBWFUIFQBSUZ#VUJGUIFSFXBTBOZUIJOHUIBU88)BMF7USVMZ
VOEFSTUPPE JUXBTUIBUMPPLTDPVMEPGUFOCFEFDFJWJOH
"TTPPOBTTIFXBTDMPTF TIFXIJTQFSFE i:PVWFHPUUPHFU
PVUPGIFSFw
i/P:PVWFHPUUPHFUPVUPGIFSF wIFUPMEIFSi(PEPXO
TUBJST(POPXw
i/P wTIFDPVOUFSFEi:PVHPw

i8IZ wIFBTLFE
i:PVUFMMNFëSTUw
#VUCFGPSFUIFZDPVMETBZBOPUIFSXPSE UIFMBTUFMFWBUPS
TMJETMPXMZPQFOBOEUXPNFOJONBTLTSVTIFEPVU'SPNUIFPQ
QPTJUFTJEFPGUIFCBMMSPPN TIPUTSBOHPVU SBQJEëSF QJFSDJOHUIF
DFJMJOH QMBTUFSGBMMJOHPOUPUIFEBODFìPPSMJLFTOPX
"OEUIFO)BMFBOE.BDFZXIJTQFSFEJOVOJTPO i#FDBVTF
PGUIBUw
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erhaps it was too lateUIF DSPXE UPP UJQTZCVU JU
TFFNFEUPUBLFBNPNFOUGPSUIFQBSUZHPFSTUPSFBMJ[FFY
BDUMZXIBUXBTIBQQFOJOHɨFJSFYJUTXFSFCMPDLFE"OEUIFëOFTU
PG/FX:PSLTPDJFUZIBEOPDIPJDFCVUUPIVEEMFUPHFUIFS XBUDI
JOHBTFSJFTPGNBTLFENFOSVOJOUPUIFCBMMSPPNUISPVHIUIFGPH
PGGBMMJOHQMBTUFS
ɨFZXFSFOPUBHSPVQBDDVTUPNFEUPCFJOHUPMEXIBUUP
EP FWFOXIFOPOFPGUIFNFOKVNQFEPOUPUIFTUBHF)FDBSSJFEB
NBDIJOFHVOBOEXPSFBQMBTUJDNBTLPWFSIJTGBDF UIFLJOEQPQV
MBSBU)BMMPXFFOXJUIQFPQMFXIPKVTUXBOUUPQVUPOBTVJUBOE
pretend to be a president.
ɨJTNBOIBEDIPTFO3POBME3FBHBO
i4UBZXIFSFZPVBSF wIFPSEFSFE)FLFQUIJTHVOBUIJT
IJQ QPJOUFEJOUPUIFBJS UIFCVUUSFTUJOHBHBJOTUIJTTJEFJOBXBZ
UIBUNBEFIJNMPPLNPSFMJLFBOPMEUJNFHBOHTUFSUIBOB/BWZ
4&"-
.BDFZDPVMEIBWFUPMEIJNIFXBTEPJOHJUXSPOH CVUTIF
IBEBGFFMJOHIFXBTOUUIFUZQFUPUBLFPSEFST)FXBTUIFUZQFUP
HJWFUIFN
i*BTTVSFZPV MBEJFTBOEHFOUMFNFO UIBUXFNFBOZPVOP
IBSNw)FXBMLFETMPXMZEPXOUIFTUBHF"NFNCFSPGUIFCBOE
IBEESPQQFEBWJPMJOBOEIFLJDLFEJU EBSJOHBOZUIJOHPSBOZPOF
UPTUBOEJOIJTXBZi#VUUIBUEPFTOUNFBOXFXPOUIVSUZPV%P

OPUëHIUVT%POPUEPVCUVT"OEdo notEPBOZUIJOHTUVQJEw
.BDFZDPVMEOUIFMQIFSTFMGTIFMPPLFEBUUIFCPZCFTJEF
IFS UIPVHIUPGIPXDBTVBMMZIFEQVMMFEUIFQIPOFGSPNUIFNBZ
PSTQPDLFU BOEXPOEFSFEJGNBZCFTUVQJEXBTXIBUIFEJECFTU
i/PX XJUIUIFGPSNBMJUJFTPVUPGUIFXBZ w3FBHBOTBJE 
i*NTPHMBEZPVDPVMEKPJOVTw
" SVTI PG DPME BJS ëMMFE UIF SPPN BOE .BDFZ UVSOFE UP
TFFBOPUIFSHVONBO +JNNZ$BSUFS DPNJOHJOGSPNUIFCBMDPOZ 
QVTIJOHBTNBMMHSPVQPGBCPVUBEP[FOQBSUZHPFSTJOGSPOUPGIJN
0OFXPNBOXBTDSZJOH"NBOMPPLFEJOEJHOBOUɨFZBMMDBSSJFE
UIFNTFMWFTXJUIIVSSJFE OFSWPVTTUSJEFTVOUJMUIFZFYBNJOFEUIF
MBSHFSTDFOFUIFNBTLTBOEUIFHVOTBOEUIFGBDUUIBUUIFSFXBT
BCTPMVUFMZOPXBZPVU
i(PPE 8FSF BMM IFSF w 3FBHBO XFOU PO i/PX MFUT HFU
DPNGPSUBCMFw)FTQVOBOEQPJOUFEIJTHVOBUPOFPGUIFBSNFE
NFO.BDFZIBETQPUUFEFBSMJFSi/PUZPV#JMM XIZEPOUZPVIFMQ
3BNCPIFSFHFUDPNGZ w
"NBOJOB$MJOUPONBTLXBMLFEUPXBSEUIFQSJWBUFTFDV
SJUZQSPGFTTJPOBM
i)BOETVQ w$MJOUPOTBJEXJUIBGBLFTPVUIFSOBDDFOU
4MPXMZ UIFHVBSESBJTFEIJTIBOET BOE$MJOUPOQVMMFEUIF
NBOTPXOHVOGSPNUIFIPMTUFSBUIJTTJEF$MJOUPOTMJQQFEBQBJS
PG[JQUJFTBSPVOEIJTXSJTUTBOEQVMMFEUIFNUJHIU#VUUIFHVBSE
EJEOUUSZUPTUPQIJN
i:PVUPPw3FBHBOQPJOUFEBUUIFPUIFSQSJWBUFHVBSET UIF
UXPNFOXIPIBEOUTFFOUIFTJHOT XIPIBEOUOPUJDFEUIFTVCUMF
TIJGUTJOUIFSPPNUIBUIBETFFNFETPPCWJPVTUP.BDFZ
She looked at the boy beside her. And to Hale.
i0LBZ  MBEJFT BOE HFOUMFNFO w 3FBHBO TBJE XJUI B MJUUMF
ìPVSJTI  MJLF QBSU PG IJN XBT QVUUJOH PO B TIPX i*G ZPV DPVME
NPWFUPUIFFEHFTPGUIFEBODFìPPSwIFTBJEDBMNMZ CVUOPPOF
NPWFEi%PJUw"OPUIFSCVSTUPGCVMMFUTëMMFEUIFBJS

1FPQMFTDSFBNFE4PNFGFMMUPUIFìPPSXJUIUIFJSIBOET
PWFSUIFJSIFBET CVUBMNPTUFWFSZPOFXBTGSP[FO
i/PXNPWFUPUIFFEHFPGUIFEBODFìPPS w3FBHBOTBJE
BHBJOWFSZTMPXMZ BOEUIJTUJNFUIFQFPQMFEJEBTUIFZXFSFUPME
i)BOET XIFSF XF DBO TFF UIFN  MBEJFT BOE HFOUMFNFO *O GBDU 
MBEJFT  XIZ EPOU ZPV UPTT ZPVS IBOECBHT JOUP UIF DFOUFS PG UIF
SPPN /PVTFIBOHJOHPOUPUIPTFOPXw
" IBOEGVM PG XPNFO iUPTTFEw UIFJS UFOUIPVTBOEEPMMBS
FWFOJOHCBHTPOUPUIFIBSEXPPEìPPS BOE.BDFZXBTHMBEOPPOF
XBTJOUIFNPPEUPQSPUFTU
i(FOUMFNFO w 3FBHBO TBJE XJUI SFOFXFE ìBJS  iXF XJMM
OPXCFNPWJOHUISPVHIUIFDSPXEUPDPMMFDUZPVSDFMMQIPOFT/P
VTFIJEJOHUIFN8FIBWFPVSXBZTw
8IFOPOFPGUIFNBTLFENFO (FPSHF)8#VTI DBNF
UPXBSEUIFN .BDFZXBUDIFE)BMFTMJQBDFMMQIPOFPVUPGUIFJO
UFSJPSQPDLFUPGIJTKBDLFUBOEQVUJUJOUPUIFCBH#VTI4FOJPSXBT
DBSSZJOH
i*UIPVHIUZPVEJEOUIBWFBDFMMQIPOF w.BDFZXIJTQFSFE
i*MJFE w)BMFTBJE BOE.BDFZSFBMJ[FEIPXHPPEIFXBT
BUEPJOHFYBDUMZUIBU
i/PX XIPTUJMMIBTBQIPOF w3FBHBOBTLFEMJLFBLJOEFS
HBSUFO UFBDIFS HJWJOH B DIJME PODF MBTU DIBODF UP DPOGFTT UP MFBW
JOHUIFMJETPêUIFNBSLFSTi$PNFPOOPXw)FXBMLFEEPXOUIF
TUBHF BOEXIFOOPPOFTBJEBUIJOHIFTIPUBOPUIFSCMB[FPGCVM
MFUTJOUPUIFBJS"OETVEEFOMZ BIBOEGVMPGDFMMQIPOFTXFSFPO
UIFìPPS TMJEJOHUPXBSEUIFQJMFPGIBOECBHTJOUIFDFOUFSPGUIF
SPPN
2VJFUMZ  .BDFZ XFOU UISPVHI IFS PQUJPOT &WFO UIPVHI
UIF NBTLFE NFO XFSF BTLJOH GPS DFMM QIPOFT  UIF HVONFO XFSF
NBLJOH TP NVDI OPJTF UIBU TIF XBT TVSF TPNFPOF IBE BMSFBEZ
DBMMFEɨFPCWJPVTFYJUTXFSFCMPDLFE BOEUIFFMFWBUPSTIBE
OP EPVCU CFFO EJTBCMFE ɨF NFO NPWFE XJUI DPOëEFODF BOE

PSEFS CVUUIFZXFSFOUUSZJOHUPCFRVJFUɨFSFXBTOPUIJOHDP
vert at all about this operation.
Unlike the boy beside her.
'SPNUIFDPSOFSPGIFSFZFTIFTBXIJNSFBDIGPSIJTDPBU
QPDLFU
i%POU wTIFXIJTQFSFE
i8IBU wIFBTLFEXJUIBTISVH)FMPPLFEBOETPVOEFE
BMNPTUCPSFE
i%POUEPXIBUFWFSZPVSFEPJOHw
8IFO )BMFT IBOE EJTBQQFBSFE JOTJEF IJT UVYFEP KBDLFU 
.BDFZ XBTOU FYBDUMZ TVSF XIBU IFE ëOE JOTJEF UIBU QPDLFU *U
DPVMEIBWFCFFOBOPUIFSQIPOFPSBCSFBUINJOU3FBMMZ OPUIJOH
XPVMEIBWFTVSQSJTFEIFS8FMMyOPUIJOHFYDFQUy
i*T UIBU BO FBSCVE w TIF XIJTQFSFE )F TNJMFE i"SF ZPV
PODPNNT w
i4III wIFUPMEIFSTPGUMZ
.BDFZTBXPOFPGUIFNFO $BSUFS PWFS)BMFTTIPVMEFS 
XBMLJOHTMPXMZBSPVOEUIFHSPVQ TUBOEJOHHVBSE BOETIFMPXFSFE
IFSWPJDFFWFONPSF
i8IZEPZPVIBWFBDPNNTVOJU w
)BMFTNJSLFEi:PVSFDVUFXIFOZPVSFBOOPZFEw
i%POU w TIF XBSOFE  CVU JU XBT UPP MBUF IF XBT BMSFBEZ
QMBDJOHUIFUJOZEFWJDFJOIJTFBS
.BDFZDPVMEOUEFDJEFXIFUIFSUPCFJOUSJHVFEUIBU)BMF
XBTXBMLJOHBSPVOEXJUIBTUBUFPGUIFBSUDPWFSUDPNNVOJDBUJPOT
EFWJDF PS KFBMPVT CFDBVTF TIFE CFFO DBVHIU XJUIPVU POF PG IFS
PXO
i/PX MBEJFTBOEHFOUMFNFO w3FBHBOTBJEGSPNUIFTUBHF
)FCPXFEBMJUUMFi8IZEPOUZPVBMMIBWFBTFBU w

i8IBU JT JU w 8IFO ,BUT WPJDF ëOBMMZ DBNF JOUP )BMFT
FBS JUXBTDPMEBOETUFBEZBOEFWFO"MMUFBTFXBTHPOF*GTIFXBT
BOHSZBUIJNGPSTUBOEJOHIFSVQ TIFEJEOUTIPXJU4IFKVTUTBJE 
i5FMMNFXIBUTHPJOHPOw
i1BSUZ DSBTIFST w )BMF XIJTQFSFE )F XBUDIFE .BDFZ
XBUDIJOHIJNi'JWF BOEUIFZCSPVHIUUPZTw
i(VOT w,BUHVFTTFE
i#JHPOFT w)BMFTBJE
i:PVLOPXUIJTJTXIBUZPVHFUGPSEPJOHBGBWPSGPSZPVS
NPUIFSw
i*LOPX w)BMFBENJUUFE
i8IBUBSFUIFZBGUFS w,BUBTLFE
i)BSEUPTBZ w)BMFTBJEBHBJO IFFZFEUIFSPPN
i8IPJTUIBU w.BDFZBTLFE
iɨFSFBTPO*XBTOUìJSUJOHXJUIZPV w)BMFUPMEIFS
i-BEJFT w3FBHBOXBTTBZJOH iJGZPVXPVMECFTPLJOEBTUP
SFNPWFZPVSKFXFMSZ(FOUMFNFO UIBUHPFTGPSZPVUPP8BUDIFT
$VêMJOLT-FUTIBWFUIFNw
i*UyJUTNZXFEEJOHSJOH wPOFXPNBOQSPUFTUFE
i4XFFUIFBSUyw$MJOUPOKBNNFEUIFFOEPGIJTHVOJOUP
UIFXPNBOTIVTCBOETDIFTUi)FDBOCVZZPVBOPUIFSPOFw
)BMFXBUDIFEUIFNFOTZTUFNBUJDBMMZNBLFUIFJSXBZEPXO
UIFMJOFPGQFPQMFTJUUJOHJOBDJSDMF ESPQQJOHNJMMJPOTPGEPMMBST
JOKFXFMTJOUPUIFJSPVUTUSFUDIFECBHT CVUUIFNBTLFENFOEJEOU
IVSSZ "OE XIFO UIF CBH ëOBMMZ NBEF JUT XBZ UP UIF $BMMPXBZ
$BOBSZUIFXIPMFSPPNTFFNFEUPTJHI8IBUBQJUZ
i8IBUBSFUIFZEPJOHOPX w,BUBTLFE
i+FXFMSZ BOE XBMMFUT w )BMF TBJE #VU TPNFUIJOH EJEOU
RVJUFNBLFTFOTFiɨFZSFUPPTMPXw
)BMFMPPLFEBU.BDFZ XIPBEEFE i4FWFONJOVUFTTJODF
TIPUTëSFEw
i,BU  XIBUT UIF FNFSHFODZ SFTQPOTF UJNF JO .JEUPXO

.BOIBUUBO w
i/PUMPOHFOPVHIJGUIFZXBOUBDMFBOFYJU wTIFUPMEIJN
.BDFZ IBEOU IFBSE ,BUT XPSET  CVU TIF MPPLFE BU )BMF
MJLFTIFESFBEIJTNJOE
iɨFZBSFOUUSZJOHUPCFBUUIFDPQTPVUPGIFSF wTIFTBJE
i*LOPXw
4IFTIJGUFEPOUIFìPPSBOEMFBOFEDMPTFS)FSNPVUIXBT
POMZJODIFTGSPNIJTFBS)FQMBDFEBOBSNBSPVOEIFS BOEUPBOZ
POFXBUDIJOH JUQSPCBCMZMPPLFEMJLFBCPZDPNGPSUJOHBHJSM PG
GFSJOHBTIPVMEFSBOENBZCFMBZJOHHSPVOEXPSLUPNBLFBNPWF 
CVU)BMFLOFXCFUUFS
i0LBZ )BMFTNZTUFSZMBEZ w.BDFZXIJTQFSFE iMJTUFOVQ
*GZPVXBOUUPIFMQ ZPVOFFEUPDBMM:PVMMHFUB
SFDPSEJOH5FMMJUUIF1FBDPDLJTDBHFEw
)BMFMBVHIFEi5FMMJUXIBU w
i4PNFPOF XJMM CF IFSF XJUIJO BO IPVS w .BDFZ XFOU PO
iɨFZQSPCBCMZBMSFBEZLOPX CVUy%PZPVOFFEUIFOVNCFSBHBJO w
i-PPL .BDFZ w)BMFTBJEiɨBOLTGPSUIFPêFS CVUXFWF
HPUJU/PXKVTULFFQZPVSIFBEEPXOBOEUSZw
i:PVEPOUHFUJU EPZPV ɨPTFBSF",TɨFZDBOëSF
TJY IVOESFE CVMMFUT QFS NJOVUF BOE DBO SFMPBE JO MFTT UIBO UISFF
TFDPOET "OE JO DBTF ZPV EJEOU OPUJDF  UIFSF BSF ëWF PG UIFNw
4IFESFXBEFFQCSFBUIi/PXEPFTZPVSGSJFOEOFFEUIFOVNCFS
BHBJO w
i4IFTHPUJU w)BMFTBJEXJUIBOPEi/PX XIZEPOUZPVUFMM
NFFYBDUMZXIZTIFTIPVMEXBTUFIFSUJNFEPJOHZPVSFSSBOET w)BMF
TBJE CVU.BDFZTBJEOPUIJOHi:PVSFOPUBOPSNBMHJSM BSFZPV w
)F MPPLFE BOE TPVOEFE MJLF TPNFPOF XIP XBT BMSFBEZ
DFSUBJOPGUIFBOTXFS
iɨBUT DPPMw )BMF OPEEFE  VOGB[FE i#VU KVTU TP ZPV
LOPX UIBUwIFQPJOUFEUPUIFQJFDFPGNFUBMQFFLJOHPVUGSPN
CFIJOEUIFTUBHFiJTB)VSTU 14*IZESBVMJDTQSFBEFSDVUUFS 

NPSFDPNNPOMZLOPXOBTUIF+BXTPG-JGFw
i4P w
i4P*NOPUBOPSNBMCPZw

A       
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ăćÿĂôăĀĂõñôñþôćÿĂôñüćñĉăôùôUIFTUSFFUTPVU
TJEF UIF IPUFM FWFOUVBMMZ CFDBNF DMPHHFE XJUI QPMJDF DBST
BOE ëSF USVDLT /FXT WBOT MJOFE UIF CBSSJDBEFT XIJMF VOJGPSNFE
NFO USJFE UP LFFQ UIF DVSJPVT BU CBZ #VU try XBT BMM UIFZ DPVME
NBOBHF
*UXBT/FX:PSL$JUZ BGUFSBMM BOEXPSEUIBUUIFNBZPS 
BTFOBUPS BEJTUSJDUDPVSUKVEHF BOEUIFNPTUQPQVMBSQMBZFSTJO
UIF.BOIBUUBOTPDJBMTDFOFXFSFDVSSFOUMZCFJOHIFMEBUHVOQPJOU
BU UIF DIBSJUZ FWFOU PG UIF TFBTPO XBT TXFFQJOH UISPVHI UIF DJUZ
MJLFBëSF
ɨF 48"5 UFBNT TIPVUFE BU UIF /:1% UIF /:1% BS
HVFEXJUIUIF'#*BOEUIF'#*EFNBOEFEJOUIFMPVEFTUWPJDFT
QPTTJCMF i8IPMFUUIJTIBQQFO w
0OMZ B TNBMMFSUIBOBWFSBHF UFFOBHF HJSM TUBZFE RVJFU JO
UIFEBSL SJHIUPOUIFFEHFPGUIFCBSSJDBEF0DDBTJPOBMMZ BNBO
JO B HSBZ TVJU XPVME BQQFBS  QMBDF B DVQ PG IPU DIPDPMBUF JO IFS
IBOET BIFBWJFSDPBUBSPVOEIFSTIPVMEFST CVUJUXBTBTJGUIFHJSM
IFSTFMGEJEOUSFBMJ[FTIFXBTGSFF[JOH4IFKVTUTUPPEMPPLJOHVQBU
UIFIJHISJTFBTJGXPOEFSJOHXIFUIFSPSOPUTIFTIPVMEUSZTDBMJOH
UIFXBMMTIFSTFMG TUFBMJOHIFSXBZJOTJEF
i"SFZPV,BUBSJOB#JTIPQ w,BUKFSLFEIFSIFBEBXBZGSPN
UIF"UIFOJBJOUJNFUPTFFBXPNBOXBMLJOHUPXBSEIFS4IFXBT
UBMM BOE UIJO  XJUI TIJOZ CMBDL IBJS UIBU CMFX CFIJOE IFS JO UIF

XJOE"OEFWFOJOUIBUDSPXEPGDIBPT UIFSFXBTTPNFUIJOHBCPVU
UIFXPNBOUIBUEFNBOEFEBUUFOUJPO
i:PVSF ,BU #JTIPQ w UIF XPNBO BTLFE BHBJO  TUVEZJOH
,BU XIPXBTOUTVSFXIFUIFSPSOPUTIFTIPVMETBZZFT#VUBO
TXFSJOH JUUVSOFEPVU XBTPQUJPOBM CFDBVTFUIFXPNBOSBJTFEUIF
ZFMMPXUBQFBOETBJE i$PNFXJUINFw
0OUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIFCBSSJFS ,BUTUSVHHMFEUPLFFQVQ
XJUI UIF XPNBOT MPOH MFHT BOE RVJDL TUSJEF "OE XIFO B NBO
XJUIBXBMLJFUBMLJFTUFQQFEJOGSPOUPG,BU CMPDLJOHIFSXBZ UIF
XPNBOìBTIFEBCBEHF,BUDPVMEOUSFBEBOEPSEFSFE i4IFTXJUI
NFw /P POF BTLFE UIF RVFTUJPO BHBJO ɨF UXP PG UIFN XBMLFE
VOEJTUVSCFEBMMUIFXBZUPUIFPQQPTJUFTJEFPGUIFTUSFFU
i4Py*HPUZPVSNFTTBHF wUIFXPNBOTBJEPODFUIFZXFSF
BMPOFJOUIBUDSPXEPGQFPQMFi/PX*OFFEZPVUPUFMMNFFWFSZ
UIJOHZPVLOPXBCPVU.BDFZ.D)FOSZw
*U XBT UIFO UIBU ,BU SFBMJ[FE UXP UIJOHT 'JSTU  UIJT XBT
UIFXPNBOXIPN.BDFZIBEOFFEFE,BUUPDBMMɨFTFDPOEXBT
UIBU FWFO UIPVHI ,BU IBEOU MFGU IFS OBNF PS HJWFO IFS OVNCFS 
UIJTXPNBOIBEQJDLFE,BUPVUPGUIFDSPXEBTFBTJMZBTJGUIFZE
NFUBEP[FOUJNFTCFGPSF,BUEJEOULOPXXIFUIFSUPCFTDBSFE
PSJNQSFTTFE TPTIFKVTUGPDVTFEPOUIFPOMZUIJOHUIBUNBUUFSFE
JOUIBUNPNFOU
"MM VQ BOE EPXO UIF TJEFXBMLT  VOJGPSNFE PïDJBMT
TIPVUFEBOETQBUBOETQFXFE#VUUIJTXPNBOKVTULFQUIFSFZFT
HMVFE UP UIF "UIFOJBT CBMDPOZ IJHI PWFSIFBE BT JG TIF  MJLF ,BU 
XFSFUFNQUFEUPTDBMFUIFXBMMTBOECVSTUJOTJEF
"OEUIBUXBTXIZ,BUTBJE iYou know her.w*UXBTNPSF
SFBMJ[BUJPOUIBOXIJTQFS4IFXBUDIFEUIFXBZUIFXPNBOTUBSFE
VQBUUIFUPXFSJOHIPUFMi:PVLOPX.BDFZ.D)FOSZ"OEZPV
MPWF IFSUIFSFT TPNFPOF ZPV MPWF JO UIFSF8FMMw,BU ESFX B
CSFBUIiZPVSFOPUUIFPOMZPOFw
#FGPSFUIFXPNBODPVMETBZBXPSE ,BUQVMMFEBOFYUSB

FBSCVEPVUPGIFSQPDLFUBOEIFMEJUPVU
i)FSFZPVHP w,BUTBJEi:PVDBOUBMLUPNZGSJFOEPOUIF
JOTJEF8FMM  UFDIOJDBMMZ  IFT NPSF UIBO B GSJFOE  CVUyw ,BU SF
NFNCFSFEBMNPTUUPPMBUFUIBUTIFXBTUBMLJOHUPBXPNBOXJUIB
CBEHFi"OZIPX ZPVDBOUBMLUPIJN)FTXJUI.BDFZw
8IFOUIFXPNBOUPPLUIFFBSCVE TIFEJEOUBTLBOPUIFS
RVFTUJPO4IFXBTBXPNBOPOBNJTTJPOBTTIFQMBDFEUIFUJOZEF
WJDFJOIFSFBSBOETBJE iɨJTJT4QFDJBM"HFOU"CCZ$BNFSPO-FU
NFUBMLUP.BDFZ.D)FOSZw

ɨFSFXBTPOMZPOFHVONBOJOUIFCBMMSPPN
.BDFZXBUDIFEUIFNBOXBMLBSPVOEUIFQFPQMFXIPTBU
JOBIVHFDJSDMFPOUIFìPPS MJLFBDPOHBMJOFUIBUIBEHPOFUFSSJ
CMZ UFSSJCMZXSPOH"OETIFUIPVHIUBCPVUXIBUJUNFBOU
ɨFSFXBTPOMZPOFHVONBOJOUIFCBMMSPPN
8PSEMFTTMZ TIFTMJQQFEPêIFSTIPFT(FOUMZ TIFQMBDFEB
QBMNPOUIFìPPS TIJGUFEUPTUBOE CVUUIBUXBTXIFO.BDFZGFMU
BOPUIFSIBOEQSFTTJOHEPXOPOIFST)BSE5PPIBSE
i+VTUXIBUEPZPVUIJOLZPVSFEPJOH w)BMFIJTTFEJOIFS
FBS)JTëOHFSTCVSOFEJOUPIFSTLJO"OE.BDFZLOFXUIBUJGTIF
XBTHPJOHUPUBLFPVUUIFHVONBO TIFXBTëSTUHPJOHUPIBWFUP
OFVUSBMJ[FUIFCPZCFTJEFIFS
i8IZ EPOU ZPV MFU NF HP  BOE *MM TIPX ZPV w TIF TBJE
XJUIPOMZBNPEJDVNPGìJSUJOIFSWPJDF
i8IZEPOUZPVQVUZPVSGBODZTIPFTCBDLPOBOETJUUIFSF
MJLFBHPPEMJUUMFHJSM w
i'JSTUPGBMM *NgoodBUBMPUPGUIJOHT5BLJOHPSEFSTGSPN
CPSFECJMMJPOBJSFTJTOUPOFPGUIFN4FDPOEPGBMM IFTBMPOF BOE*
DBOUBLFIJN w.BDFZTBJE
i/Pw )BMF TBJE i:PV EPOU LOPX BOZUIJOH BCPVU UIJT

HVZw
i*LOPXIFTMFGUIBOEFEBOEIBTBOPMEJOKVSZUPIJTSJHIU
LOFFQSPCBCMZ B UPSO "$- BU TPNF QPJOU CVU UIF EFUBJMT EPOU
NBUUFS "OE UIF XBZ IF LFFQT IJT ëOHFS QVSQPTFGVMMZ BXBZ GSPN
UIF TBGFUZ PG UIBU HVO NFBOT IFT OFWFS ëSFE JU "OE IF EPFTOU
XBOUUPw
i:PVSFLJOEBTDBSZw
.BDFZMFWFMFEIJNXJUIBHMBSFi.ZTDIPPMPêFSTBTFMG
EFGFOTFDMBTT"HPPEPOFw
i)PXOJDFGPSZPV/PX*XBOUZPVUPQSPNJTFNFUIBUJG
*NPWFNZIBOE ZPVXPOUEPTPNFUIJOHTUVQJEw.BDFZXBTKVTU
TUBSUJOHUPQSPUFTUXIFO)BMFTUPQQFEBOECSPVHIUIJTIBOEUPIJT
FBSi#FTJEFT UIFSFTTPNFPOFXIPXBOUTUPUBMLUPZPVw)FIFME
PVUUIFFYUSBFBSCVE XIJTQFSJOHTPGUMZJOUIFUPPRVJFUSPPNi*U
HPFTJOZPVSFBSBOEw
#VU CFGPSF IF DPVME ëOJTI  .BDFZ SPMMFE IFS FZFT BOE
QMBDFEUIFCVEJOIFSFBSiɨJTJT1FBDPDL wTIFXIJTQFSFE
4IF XBUDIFE )BMFT FZFT HP XJEF BT TIF IFBSE B WFSZ GB
NJMJBSWPJDFTBZ i:PVSFOPUHFUUJOHFYUSBDSFEJUGPSUIJT/PXw
.BDFZT UFBDIFS UPPL B MPOH  FBTZ CSFBUIiXIBUT HPJOH PO JO
UIFSF w
i'JWF HVONFO "VUPNBUJD XFBQPOT 7FSZ PSHBOJ[FE
ɨFZWFHPUBMMUIFIPTUBHFTJOUIFNBJOCBMMSPPN-PPLTMJLFUIF
HVONFOIBWFTQMJUVQ*NUIJOLJOH*DBOQJDLUIFNPêPOFBUB
UJNFw
i/P .BDFZ#BEJEFB w"CCZTBJEKVTUBT)BMFHBWFIFSBO
I told you soHSJOi8FWFHPUUPQSPUFDUZPVSDPWFSɨFSFIBWFOU
CFFOBOZSBOTPNEFNBOETZFU CVUXIFOUIFSFBSFyw
iɨFZSF OPU MPPLJOH GPS SBOTPN w )BMF TBJE  JOUFSKFDUJOH
IJNTFMGJOUPBDPOWFSTBUJPOUIBUXBTGBSBCPWFIJTDMFBSBODFMFWFM
iɨFZ NJHIU BTL GPS POF  CVU JU XJMM CF B EJTUSBDUJPO ɨBUT OPU
XIZUIFZSFIFSFw

.BDFZSPMMFEIFSFZFTBHBJOBOEUPMEIJN i)BMGUIFQPXFS
QMBZFSTJOUIFDJUZBSFTJUUJOHPOUIJTCBMMSPPNìPPSw
i:FT w)BMFBHSFFEXJUIBMJUUMFUPPNVDIWJHPSGPS.BDFZT
MJLJOHi"OEBTZPVQPJOUFEPVU GPVSPVUPGëWFHVONFOBSFOUin
UIF CBMMSPPN 4P w )BMF TBJE TMPXMZ  iXIBUFWFS UIFZ XBOU  JU JTOU
JOIFSFw
.BDFZXBTKVTUTUBSUJOHUPBSHVFXIFO"CCZBTLFE i8IBU
DBOZPVUFMMNFBCPVUUIFHVONFO w
iɨFZSFBNBUFVST w)BMFTBJEBUUIFFYBDUUJNF.BDFZUPME
IFSUFBDIFS iɨFZSFQSPTw
)BMFTIPPLIJTIFBEi+VTUCFDBVTFZPVEPTPNFUIJOHQSP
GFTTJPOBMMZEPFTOUNFBOZPVSFBQSPGFTTJPOBM"OE USVTUNF UIFTF
HVZTBSFKVTUUIFUZQFUPHFUTPNFPOFIVSUw
"CCZ XBT UBMLJOH JO .BDFZT FBS  HPJOH PO BCPVU FNFS
HFODZFYUSBDUJPOTBOEDPOUJOHFODZQMBOT4IFEXBSOFE.BDFZUP
TJUUJHIU OPUUPCMPXIFSDPWFS#VUUIFDMPDLJOTJEF.BDFZTIFBE
XBTUJDLJOH )BMFTXPSETXBTIJOHPWFSIFS
"OETIFXBTUJSFEPGTJUUJOHPOUIFìPPS EPJOHBCTPMVUFMZ
nothing about it.
.BDFZXPVMEIBWFHJWFOBOZUIJOHUPIBWFIFSCFTUGSJFOET
XJUI IFS  CVU $BNNJF BOE #FY XFSF JO -POEPO PO OPUTPPï
DJBM$*"CVTJOFTTBOE-J[XBTy8FMM .BDFZSFDPOTJEFSFE1FSIBQT
IBWJOHUIFNPTUBDDJEFOUQSPOFHJSMJOUIFIJTUPSZPGUIF(BMMBHIFS
"DBEFNZ GPS &YDFQUJPOBM :PVOH 8PNFO GBS  GBS BXBZ GSPN UIF
NFOXJUIUIFBTTBVMUSJìFTXBTBHPPEUIJOH
i8IBUBCPVUMPWFSCPZVQUIFSF w"CCZBTLFEi)FTXBML
JOHBSPVOEXJUIBQBJSPGDPNNTVOJUTJOIJTQPDLFUDPVMEIFCF
VTFGVM w
.BDFZMPPLFE)BMFTMPXMZVQBOEEPXO UIFOXIJTQFSFE 
i*IJHIMZEPVCUJUw
)BMFIVêFEBOENPVUIFEUIFXPSETI can hear you.
.BDFZKVTUFZFEIJNi#VU*HVFTTIFMMIBWFUPEPw

ɨFNBOJOUIF#VTINBTLMPPLFECPSFE PSBTCPSFEBT
BOZPOF XJUI IJT GBDF DPWFSFE DPVME QPTTJCMZ MPPL )F LFQU IJT
XFBQPO PO IJT IJQ BOE XBMLFE BSPVOE UIF XJEF DJSDMF  TUBSJOH
EPXOBUUIFDBQUJWFT
ɨJT NBO XBTOU UIF CSBJOT  )BMF LOFX )F IFME OP BV
UIPSJUZ NBEFOPEFDJTJPOT)FXBTUIFSFUPXFBSBNBTLBOEIPME
BHVO"OEIPQFGVMMZ )BMFUIPVHIU NBLFBLFZNJTUBLF
i:PV TIPVME HFU VT BXBZ GSPN UIF XJOEPXT w )BMF TBJE
XIFOUIFNBOXBMLFECZ
i4IVU VQ w IF PSEFSFE  IJT WPJDF IVTLZ BOE EFFQ BOE
vaguely European.
iɨFZSFHPOOBIBWFTOJQFSTPVUUIFSF w)BMFTBJEi*XBUDI
NPWJFT*LOPXIPXUIJTFOET8FOFFEUPHFUBXBZGSPNUIFXJO
EPXT-PPL UIBUPOFEPPSJTFWFOPQFOw
i*TBJETIVUVQw
i0LBZw.BDFZUPPLVQUIFBSHVNFOUi*GZPVXBOUUPHFU
TIPUDPNJOHPWFSIFSFUPDIFDLPOVT ëOF CVUNZEFCVUBOUFCBMM
JT UIJT TQSJOH BOE * DBOU TIPX VQ XJUI TDBST BOE TUVêw 4IF DBTU
B XFBSZ HMBODF UPXBSE UIF NBTTJWF XBMM PG XJOEPXT BOE 'SFODI
EPPSTi#FTJEFT *NDPMEɨFMFBTUZPVDBOEPJTDMPTFUIBUEPPSw
)BMFXBUDIFEUIFNBODPOTJEFSUIJT)JTQPTUVSFDIBOHFE
)JTGFFUTIJGUFE"OEXIFOIFUVSOFEBOETUBSUFEGPSUIFXJOEPX 
)BMFEBSFEUPXIJTQFS i,BU ZPVIFBSJOHUIJT w
)FEJEOUHFUBSFQMZ CVUBTTPPOBTUIFHVONBOSFBDIFE
UIFPQFOEPPS BCVMMFUCVSTUUISPVHIUIFHMBTT TIBUUFSJOHJUJOUPB
NJMMJPOQJFDFT TQSBZJOHJUBDSPTTUIFìPPS
*U NJTTFE UIF HVONBO  UIPVHI *U XBT TVQQPTFE UP "OE
XIBU GPMMPXFE XBT DIBPT )PTUBHFT CPMUFE UP UIFJS GFFU BOE SBO
0UIFSTDSBXMFEBDSPTTUIFìPPS PWFSTUSBZCJUTPGHMBTT TUSVHHMJOH
UPGSFFUIFNTFMWFTGSPNUIBUQMBDFBOEUIBUUFSSPS

"OEXIFOUIFEVTUBOEUIFQBOJDTFUUMFE OPCPEZFWFOOP
UJDFEUIBUUIFCPZBOEUIFHJSMXIPIBENFOUJPOFEUIFXJOEPXTJO
UIFëSTUQMBDFXFSFHPOF

T    

    

Chapter 5

W

ñüûùþ÷ ôÿćþ Ąøõ ñòñþôÿþõô øñüü  )BMF XFOU
UISPVHIUIFMJTUPGBMMUIFZIBEUPEP
i'JSTU XFIBWFUPëOEPVUXIFSFUIFZSFHPJOHBOEXIBU
UIFZXBOU"OELFFQZPVSFZFTQFFMFE w)BMFPSEFSFEi*GXFëOEB
XBZPGTOFBLJOHPVUTPNFIPTUBHFT XFTIPVMEEPJU"OE .BDFZ w
IFTBJE TUPQQJOHUPDBUDIIFSGVMMBUUFOUJPO iEPOUHFUDBVHIUw
*UXBTHPPEFOPVHIBEWJDF CVU.BDFZ.D)FOSZTFFNFE
UPIBWFPUIFSUIJOHTPOIFSNJOE
i:PVECFUUFSOPUCFQMBOOJOHPOMPPLJOHVQNZESFTTw
i*XPOUMPPLVQZPVSESFTTw
i#FDBVTFJGZPVMPPLVQNZESFTT *XJMMIVSUZPVw
i:FBIw)BMFMBVHIFEBMJUUMFi:PVDBOUSZBOEw
#VUCFGPSF)BMFDPVMEëOJTI.BDFZTQVO LOPDLJOHIJN
BHBJOTUUIFXBMM4IFIBEIFSëOHFSTBSPVOEIJTOFDLBOEIJTIFBE
QPJTFEUPTOBQ*UXBTBMMIFDPVMEEPUPDIPLFPVUUIFXPSETi*
XPOUMPPLVQZPVSESFTTw
i(PPECPZ wTIFTBJE BOEMFUIJNHP
8JUIPVUBOPUIFSXPSE UIFUXPPGUIFNFBTFEEPXOUIF
OBSSPXIBMMXBZUIBUSBOBMPOHUIFCBDLTJEFPGUIFCBMMSPPN$BSUT
PGGPPETBU BCBOEPOFE#VDLFUTGVMPGJDFXFSFNFMUJOH
*U GFMU UP )BMF MJLF UIFZ XFSF XBMLJOH UISPVHI B HIPTU
UPXO"OE)BMFDPVMEOUIFMQIJNTFMGIFXPSSJFEɨFXIPMFKPC
GFMU XSPOH5PP PWFSU5PP PCWJPVT5PP QIZTJDBM BOE EBOHFSPVT

BOESJTLZ8IBUFWFSJUXBTUIBUIBECSPVHIUUIFNFOJOUIFNBTLT
UIFSF IFEJEOUMJLFJU
i8IBUBSFZPVUIJOLJOH w.BDFZUJMUFEIFSIFBEBOETUVE
JFEIJN
i*UTOPUB(BCBOE(SBCUIFZWFCFFOIFSFUPPMPOHBOE
UIFZWFHPUUFOUPPFOUSFODIFEɨFZSFCJHBOEUIFZSFPSHBOJ[FE 
CVUUIFZBSFOUTFUVQGPSUIF2VFFOPG4IFCBw
.BDFZMPPLFEBUIJNPEEMZ TP)BMFBEEFE i5PSVOUIBU
DPO ZPV OFFE B TFU PG USJQMFUT BOE B HPBUw ɨFO IF TIPPL IJT
IFBEBOEUBMLFEPOiɨFZWFHPUIBSEXBSFBOEIPTUBHFT BOEUIBU
NFBOTyw
i8IBUEPFTJUNFBO .S#PSFE#JMMJPOBJSFoTMBTIo"NBUFVS
ɨJFG(VZ w
i* EPOU LOPX *N VTVBMMZ UIF IFJTUerOPU UIF IFJTUee.
"OE * EPOU XPSL UIJT XBZw )F XBMLFE B MJUUMF GBTUFS i:PV UBLF
IPTUBHFTBUBCBOLTPNFQMBDFXJUIMPUTPGDBTIBOEMPUTPGFYJUT
"OEZPVPOMZEPJUBGUFSZPVNFTTVQBOEEPOUHFUPVU4FSJPVTMZ 
OPPOFJOUIFJSSJHIUNJOEintendsUPUBLFIPTUBHFT6OMFTTyw
i6OMFTTXIBU w
“Unless they intend to useUIFNw
ɨF XPSET XBTIFE PWFS CPUI PG UIFN  OFJUIFS PG UIFN
NPWJOH /FJUIFS PG UIFN TQPLF VOUJM )BMF HMBODFE VQ BU UIF BJS
WFOUUIBUPQFOFEPWFSIFBE BOEIFMEPVUIJTIBOETJOUIFVOJWFS
TBMTJHOBMGPSlet me give you a boosti/PX*QSPNJTF*XPOUMPPL
VQZPVSESFTTw

.BDFZ XBTOU UIF UZQF PG HJSM UP IBWF SFHSFUT  CVU BT TIF
DSBXMFE UISPVHI UIF EJSUZ BJS WFOUT UIBU SBO BMPOH UIF UPQ PG
UIF "UIFOJBT IJHIFTU ìPPS  UIFSF XFSF B OVNCFS PG UIJOHT TIF
XPVME IBWF DIBOHFE BCPVU UIBU QBSUJDVMBS FWFOJOH JG HJWFO UIF

PQQPSUVOJUZ'JSTU TIFXPVMEIBWFHPOFXJUIUIFCMBDLHPXOJO
TUFBEPGUIFSFE *OUIPTFTJUVBUJPOT ZPVSFBMMZOFFEBESFTTXJUI
TUSBQT 4IFBCTPMVUFMZXPVMEIBWFCSPVHIUPOFPGUIFMJUUMFUSBWFM
TJ[FEUFBSHBTDBOJTUFSTIFSSPPNNBUF-J[IBEQFSGFDUFEUIFQSFWJ
PVTTFNFTUFS"OEQFSIBQTNPTUJNQPSUBOUMZ TIFXPVMEIBWFEPOF
NPSFUIBOBMJUUMFSFDPOOBJTTBODFPO88)BMF7CFGPSFUIFFWF
OJOHUPPLJUTDPWFSUUVSO
.BDFZ SJTLFE B MPPL BU UIF CPZ CFIJOE IFS 4IF DPVMEOU
TIBLFUIFGFFMJOHUIBUIFXBTBUIPNFUIFSF CVUOFSWPVT-JLFB
WFUFSBO BUIMFUF XIP IBT CFFO BTLFE UP QMBZ B OFX QPTJUJPO )F
TFFNFEBMJUUMFPêIJTHBNF
i$BNNJFTHPJOHUPCFNBETIFNJTTFEUIJT w.BDFZTBJE
UPëMMUIFTJMFODF
i&YDVTFNF w)BMFBTLFE
i/PUIJOHw 4IF TIPPL IFS IFBE i* KVTUy* IBWF B GSJFOE
XIP really MJLFT BJS WFOUT "OE EVNCXBJUFS TIBGUT "OE MBVOESZ
DIVUFT0GDPVSTF UIFMBTUUJNF*XBTJOBMBVOESZDIVUF $BNNJF
BOE*GFMMBCPVUBEP[FOTUPSJFTyw
i8FMM UIBUTPVOETMJLFGVOw
i*UXBTFJUIFSUIBUPSHFULJEOBQQFECZUFSSPSJTUT TP*HVFTT
XFHPUPêFBTZw
.BDFZHMBODFECBDLUPTFF)BMFTìJSUZHSJOi4PNFIPX*
ëOEUIBUWFSZ8BJUw)BMFTOBQQFE BOEHSBCCFEIFSBOLMF IFME
IFSJOQMBDFTPUIBUTIFDPVMEOUNPWFBOPUIFSJODI
.BDFZ KFSLFE IFS IFBE BSPVOE BOE TBX XIZ )BMF IBE
TUPQQFEIFS/BSSPXSFECFBNTDSJTTDSPTTFEUIFFNQUZTIBGU TIJO
ing in the darkness.
i-BTFST w)BMFTJHIFE
i-BTFST w.BDFZSFQFBUFE
ɨFZFBTFEBXBZGSPNUIFSFEìJDLFSJOHCFBNTUIBUDPW
FSFEUIFTIBGUBOECMPDLFEUIFJSXBZ JODIJOHCBDLXBSEVOUJMUIFZ
IFBSEWPJDFTCFMPXɨSPVHIBHSBUFJOUIFDFJMJOHUIFZDPVMETFF

UIF NBTLFE NFO MJOHFSJOH OFBS B DMPTFE EPPS  MFBOJOH BHBJOTU BO
BOUJRVF UBCMF BOE TNPLJOH &VSPQFBO DJHBSFUUFT BT JG UIFZ IBE BMM
day.
i0LBZ TPDMFBSMZUIFZEPOUIBWFBDDFTTUPUIFUBSHFU XIJDI
NFBOTw)BMFTUBSUFE BOE.BDFZDVUIJNPêXJUIBi4IIw4IF
MFBOFE DMPTFS UP UIF WFOU BOE MJTUFOFE UP UIF GPSFJHO XPSET UIBU
ëMMFEUIFIBMMXBZCFOFBUIUIFN
i8IBU JT UIBU w )BMF BTLFE  MFBOJOH DMPTF UP UIF WFOUT
i3VTTJBO w
i"MCBOJBO w .BDFZ TBJE  BOE BHBJO  NPUJPOFE GPS IJN UP
CFRVJFU
i/PX*TVQQPTFZPVSFHPJOHUPUFMMNFUIFZUFBDI"MCBOJBO
BUZPVSTDIPPMw
i0OMZGPSFYUSBDSFEJUw.BDFZMFBOFEFWFODMPTFS MJTUFOFE
IBSEFSi*UTBKPCGPSIJSF wTIFUSBOTMBUFEiɨFZEPOULOPXIPX
UPHFUQBTUUIFTFDVSJUZTZTUFNw
)BMFXBTOUJNQSFTTFEi0GDPVSTFUIFZDBOUHFUQBTUUIF
TFDVSJUZTZTUFN:PVTFFUIBUTUJDLFSCZUIFEPPSɨBUVOJUJTQSP
UFDUFECZUIFOFX4UFSMJOHTZTUFNIDBOUFWFOHFUQBTUUIBUw
.BDFZSPMMFEIFSFZFTBOELFQUIFSFBSUSBJOFEPOUIFNFO
JO UIF IBMM iɨF CPTT* HVFTT UIBU JT XIPFWFS IJSFE UIFNIF
TBJEUIFTZTUFNXPVMECFPê CVUJUTOPUw
#FMPX UIFNFOUBMLFEPOɨFJSGSVTUSBUJPOHSFXi8IBU
BSFUIFZTBZJOHOPX w)BMFBTLFE
i$VTTXPSETw.BDFZDVUIFSFZFTBUIJNi#BEPOFTw
i8IBU BSF UIFZ XBJUJOH PO w )BMF BTLFE BMNPTU MJLF IF
XBTOUFYQFDUJOHBOBOTXFS#VUUIFO BTJGPODVF UIFBJSWFOUXBT
plunged into darkness.
*O UIF IBMMXBZ CFOFBUI )BMF BOE .BDFZ  POMZ UIF FNFS
HFODZFYJUTJHOTFNJUUFEBOZMJHIU BOEUIFIBMMXBTDPWFSFEJOBO
FFSJFSFEIB[FBT$MJOUPOTIBUUFSFEUIFin case of fire glass and
QVMMFEBOBYFGSPNUIFDPNQBSUNFOUJOTJEF8JUIUXPMPOHTUSJEFT

IFXBMLFEUPUIFEPPSBOETXVOH"NJOVUFMBUFSUIFNFOJOUIF
NBTLTXFSFXBMLJOHJOTJEF
ɨFSFEMBTFSCFBNTEJTBQQFBSFEBOE.BDFZHMBODFECBDL
BU)BMFBOETBJE i$PNFPOw

&WFOXJUIUIFQPXFSPê UIFBJSTIBGUTXFSFIPUJOUIFNJE
EMFPGXJOUFS BOETXFBUCFBEFEPO.BDFZTCSPXBOESBOEPXOUIF
TJEFPGIFSGBDFBTTIFDSBXMFEBMPOHBIFBEPG)BMF QBTUUIFQPJOU
XIFSFUIFMBTFSTIBEQSFWJPVTMZCMPDLFEUIFJSXBZ
*ODIJOHBMPOH TIFHMBODFEEPXOUISPVHIUIFHSBUFTJOUP
UIFSPPNCFMPX*UXBTHPSHFPVTBOEMVYVSJPVTXJUIBTJMLDPWFSFE
GBJOUJOHDPVDIBOEBCBMDPOZPWFSMPPLJOHUIFQBSL#VUFWFOGPS
UIF"UIFOJB JUXBTUPPOJDFUPCFBSFHVMBSSPPN
i*UTBOBQBSUNFOU w)BMFTBJEi%JEZPVLOPXUIF"UIFOJB
IBESFTJEFODFT w
.BDFZOPEEFEiɨFZEPGPSBGFXTFMFDUDMJFOUTw#VUUIFO
TPNFUIJOH DBVHIU IFS BUUFOUJPO i*T UIBUyw .BDFZ TUBSUFE 4IF
XBTTUBSJOHBUBQBJOUJOHPOUIFXBMM
i",MJNU w)BMFëMMFEJO UIFOTJHIFEi0IZFBI#VUEPOU
HFUZPVSIPQFTVQ*UTBDPQZw
i"OEZPVLOPXUIJTCFDBVTFyw.BDFZESFXPVUUIFMBTU
XPSEBOEMPPLFEBU)BMFFWFONPSFTLFQUJDBMMZUIBOCFGPSF
i* TBX UIF PSJHJOBM BU UIF -PVWSF MBTU TVNNFS w IF TBJE
XJUIBTISVH
i0I wTIFTBJE EFìBUFE
ɨFNBTLFENFOXFSFSJHIUCFMPXUIFN VOMPBEJOHHFBS
BOEHPJOHUPXPSLPOUIFPQQPTJUFTJEFPGUIFPQVMFOUSPPN TP
.BDFZ BOE )BMF TQPLF JO IVTIFE XIJTQFST  QSFTTFE UPHFUIFS JO
UIFUJOZTQBDF#VU.BDFZEJEOUGFFMBDIBSHF BTQBSL)BOETPNF
UIPVHIIFXBT UIFSFXBTOPEPVCUUIBU88)BMFXBTPUIFSXJTF

engaged.
8IFOUIFNBOJOUIF3FBHBONBTLQVMMFEUIF,MJNUGSPN
UIFXBMM TIFGFMU)BMFHPDPMEBOESJHJEBTIFTUVEJFEUIFTQBDFCF
IJOEXIFSFUIFQSJOUIBECFFO
i0ICPZ w)BMFXIJTQFSFEBMNPTUUPIJNTFMG
i8IBU w.BDFZBTLFE
iɨFTBGF w)BMFTBJE
.BDFZ MPPLFE CBDL BU UIF SPPN  BU UIF CJH NFUBM CPY
BSPVOEXIJDIUIFNBTLFENFOXFSFHBUIFSFEi8IBUBCPVUJU w
i*UTyHPPE w)BMFBENJUUFE
i4VSFMZJUTOPUUPPNVDIGPSBXPSMEDMBTTBSUUIJFGTVDI
BT ZPVSTFMG w .BDFZ USJFE UP UFBTF  CVU )BMF XBT BMSFBEZ CBDLJOH
TMPXMZBXBZ
i/P  .BDFZ *UT UPP HPPEw )F TIPPL IJT IFBE i$PNF
PO8FWFHPUUPëOEXIPFWFSMJWFTIFSFBOEëHVSFPVUXIBUUIFTF
HVZTBSFBGUFSw
i%POUCPUIFS w.BDFZTBJE
i8IZyw
4IFMPPLFEBUBOPJMQBJOUJOHUIBUIVOHPWFSUIFëSFQMBDF 
B XPNBO JO B DBOBSZ EJBNPOE OFDLMBDF UIBU XBT FWFO NPSF GB
NPVTUIBOTIFXBTi#FDBVTFTIFTJOUIFCBMMSPPNSJHIUOPXw
.BDFZTQPLFTMPXMZi4PJGZPVXFSFSJHIUBOEUIFOFDLMBDF
.ST$BMMPXBZXPSFUPUIFCBMMXBTBGBLFyw
)BMF OPEEFE i0OF HVFTT XIFSF TIFT LFFQJOH UIF SFBM
POFw
.BDFZQFFSFEUISPVHIUIFWFOUBUUIFQMBDFXIFSFUIFNFO
XFSFXPSLJOHɨFZXFSFNFUIPEJDBMBTUIFZVOMPBEFEUIFJSFRVJQ
NFOU MBZJOHJUBMMPVUPOUIFDPêFFUBCMFMJLFBTVSHJDBMUFBNQSF
paring their tools.
ɨFSFXFSFBIBMGEP[FOEFWJDFT.BDFZIBEOUTFFOCFGPSF
CVUPOFTNBMMQBDLFUUIBUXBTGBSUPPGBNJMJBS
i$ wTIFXIJTQFSFE BOEGSP[F TUBSJOHEPXOBUUIFUJOZ

CVUQPXFSGVMFYQMPTJWFi8IBUXJMMUIFZEPJGUIFZDBOUDSBDLUIF
TBGF w
i:PVEPOUHFUJU .BDFZɨFZDBOUDSBDLUIBUTBGFw

i"OEXIBUXJMMUIFZEP w

i5SZUPQSZJUPQFO wIFTBJE

i"OEXJMMUIBUXPSL wTIFBTLFE

)FTIPPLIJTIFBEBOETBJE i/Pw

i$BOZPVCMBTUJOUPUIBUTBGF )BMF w

i8IBU 8IZBSFZPVBTLJOH w

i#FDBVTF*UIJOLXFIBWFCJHHFSQSPCMFNTw

i8IBULJOEPGQSPCMFNT w)BMFBTLFE CVU.BDFZKVTU
QPJOUFEUPUIFëSFQMBDFVOEFSUIFQBJOUJOH

ɨFHBTQPXFSFEëSFQMBDF

iɨFLJOEUIBUHPboomw

,BUBSJOB#JTIPQIBECFFONBOZUIJOHTJOIFSZPVOHMJGF
ɨFEBVHIUFSPGBDPONBO UIFOJFDFPGBUIJFG "OEPODF EVS
JOH B QBSUJDVMBSMZ EFMJDBUF PQFSBUJPO JO )VOHBSZ  UIF IFJS UP BO
"NFSJDBO LFUDIVQ EZOBTUZ  #VU PO UIBU FWFOJOH  TIF XBT TPNF
UIJOHTIFIBEOFWFS FWFSCFFOCFGPSFIFMQMFTT
/FFEMFTTUPTBZ TIFEJEOUMJLFJU
i,BU w "CCZ DBMMFE  TUSPMMJOH JO IFS EJSFDUJPO i5FMM NF
BCPVUZPVSCPZGSJFOEw
i8FMMy*EPOULOPXUIBUIFTNZCPZGSJFOE*NFBOyIFT
BCPZ"OEIFTNZGSJFOE"OEUIFSFTSFDFOUMZCFFOUIFBEEJUJPO
PGLJTTJOH#VUEPFTUIBUNBLFVTGSJFOETXJUICFOFëUTPSw
i,BU w"CCZTOBQQFE
i4PSSZ w,BUTBJEi8IBUXFSFZPVBTLJOH w
i8IBUJTIJTUSBJOJOH w
i0Iyw"OEUIFO GPSBOFYDFMMFOUMJBS ,BUIBEBCTPMVUFMZ

OPJEFBXIBUUPTBZ
"CCZ TFFNFE UP SFBE IFS GBDF  CFDBVTF TIF JODIFE DMPTFS
BOEMPXFSFEIFSWPJDFi-PPL *NOPUBDPQ"OE*NOPU*OUFSQPM
*NKVTUTPNFPOFXIPUPPLBOPBUIBMPOHUJNFBHPUPLFFQ.BDFZ
.D)FOSZTBGF TPXIBUFWFSZPVDBOUFMMNFyw
i)FTBDPONBO"OJOTJEFNBO)FTQSFUUZHPPEBUTIPSU
DPOTBOETUSFFUXPSL1JDLJOHQPDLFUT TMFJHIUPGIBOETUVêMJLF
UIBUCVUXIBUIFEPFTCFTUJTyMJFw
i$BOIFIBOEMFBTBGF w"CCZBTLFE
i8IBULJOEPGTBGF w,BUBTLFE
i"4DSJCOFS w"CCZUPMEIFS BOE,BUDPVMEOUIFMQ
IFSTFMGTIFMBVHIFE
i*NTPSSZ wTIFTBJE SJHIUJOHIFSTFMGi#VUUIBUTBGFJTESJMM
QSPPG  IBDLQSPPG  BOE IBT BO JOUFSOBM HZSPTDPQF XJUI UJUBOJVN
TIBGUT UIBU CPMU JOUP QMBDF JG BOZPOF FWFO CSFBUIFT PO JU GVOOZ
4FSJPVTMZ ɨFZ EPOU FWFO JOTUBMM UIFN JO $BMJGPSOJB CFDBVTF PG
FBSUIRVBLFTw,BUXBUDIFEUIFXBZ"CCZHBQFEBUIFSi.BZCF*
EPOU LOPX NVDI BCPVU CPZTyw ,BU TIPPL IFS IFBE i%PFTOU
NFBO*EPOULOPXBCPVUTBGFTw
i$BOZPVQSZZPVSXBZJOUPJU w
i:PVNFBOMJLFXJUIUIF+BXTPG-JGF w,BUUIPVHIUBCPVU
XIBU )BMF IBE TFFO IJEEFO JO UIF CBMMSPPN i:PV DBO USZ  CVU
JU XPOU XPSL 0SyXFMMyJU EJEOU XPSL BU UIF *TSBFMJ %JBNPOE
&YDIBOHF JO w ,BU UIPVHIU BCPVU XIBU TIFE TBJE  UIFO
RVJDLMZBEEFE iAllegedlyɨFSFBSFPOMZUXPXBZTJOUPB4DSJCOFS
OJOFTFSJFT&JUIFSZPVIJSFPOFPGUIFIBMGEP[FOPSTPTBGFDSBDLFST
JOUIFXPSMEXIPDBOXPSLUIFUVNCMFSTPSyw,BUDVUIFSFZFTVQ
BU"CCZ XIPXBTUPUBMMZOPUMJLJOHUIFBOTXFSi:PVHFUTPNFPOF
UPHJWFZPVUIFDPNCJOBUJPOw,BUESFXBEFFQCSFBUIi8IZ w
i*UIJOLXFNJHIUIBWFBQSPCMFNw"CCZMPPLFEVQBUUIF
IJHISJTFi8IBUEPZPVLOPXBCPVUUIFOFXXIPMFIPVTFTZTUFN
GSPN4UFSMJOH4FDVSJUZ w

iɨFOFXPOF w,BUSBJTFEIFSFZFCSPXT JNQSFTTFEi*UT
HPPE*NFBOySFBMMZHPPE"GSJFOEPGNJOFTEBEEFTJHOFEJU BOE
UIFSFTSFBMMZOPXBZBSPVOEJUVOMFTTyw,BUMFUIFSWPJDFUSBJMPê 
BOE"CCZNVTUIBWFSFBEIFSNJOE
i4PNFCPEZDVUTUIFQPXFS w"CCZTBJE BOE,BUMPPLFEVQ
BUUIFUPPEBSLCVJMEJOHiɨFBVUIPSJUJFTUVSOFEPêBMMFMFDUSJDJUZ
UPUIFCVJMEJOHëWFNJOVUFTBHPw
i8IBUBCPVUw,BUTUBSUFE CVU"CCZXBTBMSFBEZTIBL
ing her head.
i#BDLVQHFOFSBUPSTUPPw
iɨBUT XIZ UIFZ OFFEFE UIF IPTUBHFT w ,BU TBJE  BOE JO
TQJUF PG IFSTFMG TIF IBE UP TNJMF iɨBUT XIZ UIFZ XFSFOU JO B
IVSSZɨJTIBEUPCFCJHBOEQVCMJDBOETDBSZFOPVHIUPHFUUIF
DPQT UP CMBDL PVU UIF XIPMF CVJMEJOH *UT HFOJVTw 4IF TVEEFOMZ
SFNFNCFSFEXIPTIFXBTTQFBLJOHUPi*NFBOJUTBXGVM#VUJUT
BMTPLJOEPGHFOJVTw
4VEEFOMZ UIFIPTUBHFTNBEFTFOTF*UXBTOUBIPMEVQ ,BU
SFBMJ[FE*UXBTBEJWFSTJPO*UIBEBQVSQPTF"OEQVSQPTFTNBEF
Kat happy.
"CCZ TNJMFE BOE OFWFS BTLFE IPX B ëGUFFOZFBSPME HJSM
DPVMECFTPHPPEBUEPJOHWFSZCBEUIJOHTiɨFZSFQBTUUIFTFDV
SJUZTZTUFN ,BU"OEOPXUIFZSFXPSLJOHPOUIFTBGFw
i8IPTFTBGFJTJU w
i)BWFZPVFWFSIFBSEPGUIF$BMMPXBZ$BOBSZ w
i*T.ST$BMMPXBZJOUIFSF w
i4IFT JO UIF CBMMSPPN OPX w "CCZ TBJE i8JUI B GBLF
OFDLMBDFUIBUPVSHVONFOFWJEFOUMZLOFXXBTBGBLF CFDBVTFUIFZ
XFOUTUSBJHIUGPSUIFTBGFw
i4P TPNFPOF JT TMJQQJOH UIFN JOTJEF JOGPSNBUJPO w ,BU
TBJE BOE"CCZOPEEFEi8IBUEPZPVLOPXBCPVUUIFHVONFO w
i/PUNVDI"DDPSEJOHUPPVSTPVSDFw
i:PVNFBO.BDFZ w,BUBTLFE CVU"CCZEJEOUBOTXFS

iɨFZSF &BTUFSO &VSPQFBO  QSPCBCMZ NVTDMF GPS IJSF w
"CCZ TBJE iɨFSFT TPNF CJH CPTT XF IBWFOU JEFOUJëFE ZFU
4PNFPOFT DBMMJOH UIF TIPUT  CVU UIFTF HVZT BSF KVTU IFSF UP EP B
KPCw
#VU ,BU XBT TIBLJOH IFS IFBE iɨFSF JTOU BOZ IPOPS
BNPOH UIJFWFT  "CCZ /PU BNPOH UIBU LJOE  BU MFBTU "OE SJHIU
OPXUIFZSFUSZJOHUPHFUJOUPBTBGFUIFZDBOUDSBDLXIJMFIPMEJOH
POUPPWFSBIVOESFEQFPQMFUIFZOPMPOHFSOFFEw,BUXBUDIFE
UIFXPNBOTFZFT IFSXPSSJFEQPTUVSFBOEIBTUZHMBODFTUPXBSEBO
FNQUZCBMDPOZ
i8IBUJTJU w,BUBTLFEi8IBUBSFOUZPVUFMMJOHNF w
i,BU DBOZPVCMBTUZPVSXBZJOUPUIBUTBGF w
i5FDIOJDBMMZ ZFT w,BUTUBSUFETMPXMZi#VUJOBQSJWBUFSFT
JEFODF XJUI DMPTF RVBSUFST BOE VUJMJUJFT ZPVE IBWF UP CF DSB[Z UP
USZw
i4PXFDBOUMFUUIFNUSZw
i/Pw,BUTIPPLIFSIFBEi8FDBOUw
ɨFO "CCZ TFFNFE UP SFNFNCFS UIBU TIF XBT UIF BEVMU
BOE,BUXBTUIFUFFO UIFDJWJMJBO CFDBVTFTIFQBUUFEUIFZPVOHFS
HJSMPOUIFCBDLBOETBJE i:PVEPOUOFFEUPXPSSZBCPVUJU ,BU
:PVWFEPOFFOPVHIw4IFUVSOFEBXBZ
#VUUIFSFXBTTPNFUIJOHJOTJEFPG,BUUIBUXBTBMJWF UIJOL
JOH QMBOOJOH LOPXJOHUIBUJUXBTOUPWFSBOEJUXBTOUPLBZUIBU
UIFSFXFSFDPEFTUPIFSXPSMEBOEIFSMJGFBOEBOZPOFXIPXPVME
QJDLVQBOBVUPNBUJDXFBQPOBOEUBLFBIVOESFEIPTUBHFTXBTOU
HPJOHUPMJWFCZUIFN
8IPFWFSUIFTFNFOXFSF UIFZXFSFOPUNFNCFSTPGUIF
GBNJMZ  BOE UIBU NPSF UIBO BOZUIJOH NBEF ,BU ZFMM UISPVHI UIF
EBSLOFTT  i"CCZw ɨF XPNBO UVSOFE  TUVEZJOH IFS  BT ,BU TBJE 
iɨFSFTTPNFUIJOHFMTFUIBU*DBOEPw
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“S

ĄÿĀĀñóùþ÷ w)BMFTBJEJOUIFNBOOFSPGTPNFPOFXIP
XBT VTFE UP HJWJOH PSEFST 4BEMZ  .BDFZ XBTOU VTFE UP
UBLJOHUIFN
i/PUIBOLZPV wTIFTBJE BOELFQUPOXBMLJOH5PPCBE
UIFSFXBTOPSFBMQMBDFUPXBMLUPɨFTUPSBHFDMPTFUUIFZEGPVOE
XBTTNBMMBOEDSPXEFEXJUIEJSUZMBVOESZBOEPMEIPVTFLFFQJOH
DBSUT#VUJUXBTBMTPQSJWBUFBOEGBSBXBZGSPNUIFFZFTBOEFBSTPG
UIFNFOJOUIFNBTLT
i.BDFZ DBMNEPXO8FEPOULOPXXIZUIFZCSPVHIUUIF
$ w)BMFTBJE
i8FMM XFEPLOPXUIBUUIFSFJTBHBTMJOFSVOOJOHCFIJOE
UIF$BMMPXBZTBGFɨFCBEHVZTXJUIUIFCJHFYQMPTJWFTEPOUTFFN
UPDBSFUIBUUIFSFTBHBTMJOF-FUNFEPUIFNBUIGPSZPV(BTQMVT
FYQMPTJPOTFRVBMTCPPNw
i%POUMPPLBUNF*XPVMECFNPSFUIBOIBQQZUPPêFSB
TIPSUDPVSTFPO)PXUP$POEVDUB1SPQFS"QBSUNFOU)FJTU CVU*
EPVCUUIFTFHVZTBSFHPJOHUPUBLFNZBEWJDFw
i"CCZ w .BDFZ TBJE  USZJOH IFS FBSCVE BHBJO i"CCZ  EP
ZPVIFBSNF )PXTJUHPJOHUSZJOHUPDVUUIFHBTUPUIFCVJMEJOH 
%JEZPVEPJU *TJUEPOF w
i"OEXIBUBCPVUUIFHBTUIBUTBMSFBEZJOUIFMJOFT w)BMF
BTLFEi/FWFSNJOEw)FTIPPLIJTIFBEɨFSFXBTOPEPVCUIF
BMSFBEZLOFXUIFBOTXFS

i(VZTw"CCZTWPJDFDBNFUISPVHIUIFJSFBSCVETi+VTUTJU
UJHIU8FSFXPSLJOHPOB1MBO#w
i8IBULJOEPG1MBO# w)BMFBTLFE
)FXBTBMNPTUIPMEJOHIJTCSFBUIXIFOBWPJDFBOTXFSFE 
i.ZLJOEw
.BDFZUSJFEUPSFBEUIFMPPLPOIJTGBDFUIFO CVUJUXBT
HPOFJOBìBTI*UIBECFFOBTJNQMFNPNFOUPGQFBDFBOEKPZBOE
QVSFIBQQJOFTTɨBUWPJDFNBEF)BMFIBQQZ*ULFQUIJNDBMN*U
XBT IJT CBDLVQ BOE IJT DPOTDJFODF .BDFZ DPVMEOU IFMQ IFSTFMG
TIFFOWJFEIJN
ɨFO .BDFZ BTLFE  i0LBZ  "CCZ 8IBU EP ZPV IBWF JO
NJOE w
8IFOUIFQMBOXBTTFUBOEUIFNJTTJPOJONPUJPO .BDFZ
IBEUPBENJUTIFGFMUTMJHIUMZCFUUFSBCPVUUIFTJUVBUJPO
ɨFSFBSFGFXQSPCMFNTB(BMMBHIFS(JSMDBOGBDFUIBUDBO
OPU CF JNQSPWFE CZ B KPC " UBTL " UBSHFU 4P UIFSF XBT B OFX
TQSJOHJO.BDFZ.D)FOSZTTUFQTBTTIFMFEUIFXBZCBDLEPXOUIF
DPSSJEPS UIBU MJOFE UIF CBMMSPPN ɨF DBSUT XFSF TUJMM BCBOEPOFE
5SBZTPGTISJNQTUJMMMBZDBSFMFTTMZUPTTFEBTJEFBOEUIFZXFSFTUBSU
JOHUPTNFMM
.BDFZXBMLFEUISPVHIJUBMM GFFMJOHJOIFSCPOFTUIBUJU
XBT PWFS 4IF UVSOFE BOE MPPLFE BU )BMF i4NJMF  UIJFG CPZ *UT
Bw
#VUCFGPSF.BDFZDPVMEëOJTITIFGFMUTPNFUIJOHTPNF
POFSVO BSPVOE UIF DPSOFS BOE JOUP IFS TJEF  LOPDLJOH IFS
BHBJOTUBOJDFNBDIJOFBOETFOEJOHIFSTQJOOJOHBSPVOE
ɨFNBOJOUIF$MJOUPONBTLTFFNFEDPNQMFUFMZTIPDLFE
UP ëOE IF XBTOU BMPOF #VU TIPDL RVJDLMZ GBEFE BT )BMF SVTIFE
GPSXBSE  BOE UIF NBO TIJGUFE IJT XFJHIU BOE TFOU UIF TMJHIUMZ
MJHIUFSCPZìZJOHUPPIBSEJOUPUIFXBMMɨFOUIFNBOUVSOFEIJT
TJHIUTPO.BDFZ
i"CCZ w.BDFZXIJTQFSFEUPIFSUFBDIFS i*UIJOLXFNJHIU

OFFEB1MBO$OPXw
"OE UIFO TIF QJDLFE VQ POF PG UIF IFBWZ QMBUUFST PG
TISJNQ
"OETXVOH

Chapter 7

T

he lights were off inside the ballroom. 4P .BDFZ
TUVNCMFEJOTJEFUISPVHIUIFHMPXPGUIFDBOEMFTUIBUTUJMM
CVSOFEPOUIFUBCMFT"UëSTUUIFSFXBTBIJTTBOEUIFOBXIJTQFS
*UXBTMJLFUIFQFPQMFPOUIFìPPSEJEOULOPXJGTIFXBTTIBEPX
PSHIPTUBTTIFIPCCMFEPOBCSVJTFEMFHBOECSPLFOIFFM TMPXMZ
NBLJOHIFSXBZUISPVHIUIFìJDLFSJOHMJHIU
i.BDFZ wBWPJDFDSJFEUISPVHIUIFSPPN
i%BEEZ w.BDFZDBMMFE CVUUIFNBOJOUIF$MJOUPONBTL
ZFMMFE i4UPQSJHIUUIFSFw
"OEGPSNBZCFUIFëSTUUJNFJOIFSMJGF .BDFZEJEBTTIF
XBTUPME
4IFUIPVHIUPGUIFNBTLFENBOTHVOBOEUIFSBQJECVSTU
PGCVMMFUT
4IFUIPVHIUPG)BMFMZJOHPOUIFìPPS
4IF UIPVHIU PG UIF NJTTJPO TIF IBEOU IBE UIF UJNF UP
ëOJTI
"OE .BDFZ ZFMMFE MPVEFS  i%BEEZ w )FS WPJDF DSBDLFE
.BDFZTBXUIFTFOBUPSNPWJOHIFSXBZ UISPVHIUIFCBMMSPPN
i8IBUXBTUIBUTIPPUJOH wUIFTFOBUPSEFNBOEFEi8IBU
IBWFZPVEPOFUPNZEBVHIUFS w
ɨFNBTLFENBOXIJSMFEBOETFOUUIFCFBNPGIJTìBTI
MJHIUBDSPTTUIFDSPXEVOUJMJUTIPOFPOUIFUBMMNBOJOUIFCBDL
PGUIFSPPN

#VU$MJOUPOKVTUQPJOUFEIJTHVOBU.BDFZTIFBEBOETBJE 
i4UBZXIFSFZPVBSFw
ɨF NBO JO UIF #VTI NBTL XBT DPNJOH UPXBSE UIFN
i3FBHBO OFFET ZPV JO UIF PUIFS SPPN w #VTI TBJE  CVU $MJOUPO
shook his head.
i'PVOEUIJTPOFPVUJOUIFIBMM w$MJOUPOUPME#VTIi)FS
BOE IFS MJUUMF GSJFOE * IBOEMFE UIFN  UIPVHI %JEOU *  TXFFU
IFBSU w )F SBO B ëOHFS EPXO UIF TJEF PG .BDFZT DIFFL BOE TIF
TIJWFSFECVUEJEOUëHIU
*UXBTOUUIFUJNF .BDFZUPMEIFSTFMG*UXBTOUUIFQMBDF
4IFE IBWF IFS DIBODF MBUFS  CVU SJHIU UIFO BMM .BDFZ XBOUFE UP
EP XBT SVO JOUP IFS GBUIFST BSNT 4IF USJFE UP QVTI QBTU #VTI 
DMBXFEBHBJOTUIJTBSNTBOEIJTTJEFT CVUIFIFMEIFSJOQMBDF OPU
NPWJOH
i1MFBTF wTIFTBJEi1MFBTF*XPOUUSZUPTOFBLPVUBHBJO
*QSPNJTFw
i/P w $MJOUPO TOBQQFE  BOE QVMMFE .BDFZ BXBZ i:PV
UIJOL XFSF HPOOB USVTU ZPV w )JT ESBXM XBT PCWJPVTMZ GBLF BOE
TJDLMZTXFFU)FEJEOUTPVOEMJLFBGPSNFSQSFTJEFOU)FTPVOEFE
MJLFBQTZDIPQBUI
i:PVUIJOLXFSFHPOOBMFUZPVHPCBDLUPZPVSEBEEZBG
UFSXIBUZPVEJE wɨFNBOëOHFSFEUIFTJEFPGIJTOFDLoBQMBDF
UIBUXBTTUJMMCMFFEJOHGSPNBOFBSMJFSCMPX
i1MFBTF w.BDFZTBJE CVU$MJOUPOKVTUHSBCCFEIFSBSN
i$PNFIFSFw
i/PwUIFTFOBUPSTIPVUFE
i#JMM w#VTITBJE i3FBHBOOFFETZPVJOUIFPUIFSSPPNw
i4IFTDPNJOHXJUINF w$MJOUPOZFMMFEPWFSIJTTIPVMEFS
)FNBSDIFE.BDFZUPUIFGBSUIFTU EBSLFTUDPSOFSPGUIF
SPPN XIFSFIFNBEFBHSFBUTIPXPGUZJOHIFSUPBDIBJS BOEUIF
NBO JO UIF #VTI NBTL XFOU CBDL UP XBMLJOH TMPXMZ BNPOH UIF
IPTUBHFTBOEIPMEJOHIJTXFBQPO

*GIFIBEGFMUUIFIBOEUIBUSFBDIFEJOUPUIFNFTTFOHFSCBH
IFLFQUTUSBQQFEBDSPTTIJTDIFTU IFEJEOUTIPXJU
*G IF UIPVHIU JU TUSBOHF UIBU $MJOUPO IBE NBEF TVDI B
TDFOFPGTFDVSJOHIJTIPTUBHFIJNTFMG IFEJEOURVFTUJPOJU
"OEXIFO.BDFZXIJTQFSFE i0LBZ ,BU:PVSFPO wUIF
GBLF1SFTJEFOU#VTIEJEOUBQQFBSUPIFBSBUIJOH
*O GBDU  JO UIF EBSLOFTT  OPOF PG UIF IPTUBHFT TFFNFE UP
OPUJDF XIFO UIF BJS WFOU BU UIF CBDL PG UIF CBMMSPPN TMJE TMPXMZ
VQ*OGBDU OPUBTPVMBQQFBSFEUPTFFUIFTNBMMHJSMXIPEBOHMFE
PVUPGUIFPQFOJOH IFSCMBDLIBJSBOEDMPUIFTEJTBQQFBSJOHJOUIF
TIBEPXTPGUIFSPPN
i8F NJTTFE PVS ìJHIU GPS 3PNF w UIF VQTJEFEPXO HJSM
said.
ɨF$MJOUPONBTLFBTFEVQBOEUIFCPZCFIJOEJUHBWFIFS
BTNJMFi*PXOUIFKFU SFNFNCFS *UMMXBJUw
i)J w,BUTBJE TIJGUJOHKVTUBMJUUMFUPUIFHJSMBUIFSCPZ
GSJFOETTJEF
i.BDFZw)BMFHBWFBWFSZ)BMFJTIHSJOiNBZ*JOUSP
EVDF,BU#JTIPQ w
i*UTOJDFUPNFFUZPV w.BDFZTBJE
ɨF VQTJEFEPXO HJSM HSJOOFE BOE UPPL B TNBMM QBDLBHF
GSPN.BDFZTIBOE"NPNFOUMBUFSTIFXBTHPOF JOUPUIFBJSWFOU
BOETDVSSZJOHBXBZ QFSGFDUMZBUIPNFJOUIFCMBDL
.BDFZTIPPLIFSIFBEi4PNFEBZ*WFHPUUPJOUSPEVDFIFS
UP$BNNJFw
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Chapter 8

N

o one ever knew who pulled the fire alarm. No
POFFWFSSFBMMZLOFXXIZɨFNFOJOUIFNBTLTBTTVNFE
JUXBTFJUIFSBHMJUDIJOUIF"UIFOJBTTZTUFNPSUIFBVUIPSJUJFTUSZ
JOHUPEJTUSBDUUIFN HBJOUIFVQQFSIBOEɨFBVUIPSJUJFTBTTVNFE
UIFHVONFOIBEUSJQQFETPNFLJOEPGBMBSN NBEFBMJUUMFNJTUBLF
#VUOPNBUUFSXIPIBEDBVTFEJU UIFFêFDUTXFSFTUJMMUIFTBNF
*O UIF CBMMSPPN  UIF IPTUBHFT IVEEMFE UPHFUIFS B MJUUMF
UJHIUFS  HSFX B MJUUMF NPSF BOYJPVT *O UIF $BMMPXBZ BQBSUNFOU 
UIFNFOESPQQFEUIF+BXTPG-JGFBOESBOCBDLUPUIFCBMMSPPNUP
DIFDLXJUIUIFJSTVQFSJPST
i4IVUUIBUPêw3FBHBOZFMMFEUPUIFPUIFST#VUUIFNFO
MPPLFE BU FBDI PUIFS  EVNCGPVOEFE  VOUJM  KVTU MJLF NBHJD  UIF
QJFSDJOHTJSFOTTUPQQFE MFBWJOHUIFIPUFMJOBTJMFODFUIBUXBTOPX
entirely too loud.
i8IBUEJEZPVEP w3FBHBOBTLFE
i/PUIJOH w#VTITBJE
3FBHBO MPPLFE BSPVOE UIF EJNMZ MJU CBMMSPPN ɨF IPT
UBHFTTBUIVEEMFEPOUIFìPPS UVYFEPKBDLFUTSFTUJOHBSPVOEUIF
TIPVMEFST PG B GFX PG UIF XPNFO ɨF QSPGFTTJPOBM CPEZHVBSET
XFSF[JQUJFEUPQJMMBST BOEFWFSZPOFXBTBXBZGSPNUIFXJOEPXT
*UMPPLFEMJLFFWFSZUIJOHBOEFWFSZPOFXFSFFYBDUMZXIFSF
UIFZXFSFTVQQPTFEUPCF#VUTPNFUIJOHJO3FBHBOTQPTUVSFXBT
UPPSJHJE MJLFBNBOGPSXIPNUJNFPSNBZCFKVTUQBUJFODFXBT

running out.
)F TIJGUFE  TDBOOJOH UIF CBMMSPPN VOUJM IF XBT MPPLJOH
EJSFDUMZBUUIFPMEXPNBOXJUIUIFXIJUFIBJS5PIFSDSFEJU .ST
$BMMPXBZEJEOUFWFOCMJOLXIFOUIFNBOQPJOUFEBëOHFSJOIFS
EJSFDUJPOBOETBJE i(FUIFSw
i-FUNFUSZUIFESJMMBHBJO w0CBNBTBJE
i8FEPOUIBWFUJNF/PXHFUIFSw3FBHBOTIPVUFEMPVE
FOPVHIGPSBMMUIFSPPNUPIFBS"OEUIFO#VTIXBMLFEBDSPTTUIF
CBMMSPPNìPPSBOEQPJOUFEUPUIFMJUUMFPMEMBEZXIPPXOFEUIF
CJHZFMMPXEJBNPOE
i.ST$BMMPXBZ w#VTITBJEi$PNFXJUINFw
i/Pw.ST$BMMPXBZTTPOTIPVUFE)FKVNQFEUPIJTGFFU
BOETUPPECFUXFFOUIFXIJUFIBJSFEXPNBOBOEUIFNFOi8IFSF
BSFZPVUBLJOHNZNPUIFS :PVDBOUw
#VUCFGPSFIFDPVMEëOJTI 3FBHBOTUSVDLIJNBDSPTTUIF
GBDF XJUI UIF CVUU PG IJT XFBQPO i8FSF OPU UBLJOH PSEFST GSPN
ZPV w3FBHBOTOBQQFE BOEUIFTPOGFMMTJMFOU/PPOFTBJEBXPSE
BTUIFPMEXPNBOXBTQVMMFEGSPNUIFCBMMSPPN
ɨFZXBMLFEEPXOUIFIBMM #VTIESBHHJOHUIFPMEXPNBO
CFTJEFIJNi8IFSFBSFZPVUBLJOHNF w.ST$BMMPXBZEFNBOEFE
i8IBUEPZPVXBOU w
i/P OFFE UP XPSSZ  NBBN w 3FBHBO UPME IFS i8F KVTU
OFFEUPIBWFBMJUUMFDPOWFSTBUJPOw
#VUBDPOWFSTBUJPOBCPVUXIBU OPPOFFWFSHPUUPBTL CF
DBVTFBTTPPOBTUIFZUVSOFEUIFDPSOFSUIBUMFEUPUIF$BMMPXBZ
SFTJEFODF UIFZIFBSE0CBNBSVOOJOHUPXBSEUIFN
i8IBUJTJU w3FBHBOTOBQQFE
0CBNB DBNF UP B TVEEFO TUPQ BOE MPPLFE CFUXFFO UIF
NBTLFENFOBOEUIFPMEXPNBO)JTWPJDFXBTTPGU BMNPTUSFWFS
FOU XIFOIFTBJE i*UTPQFOw
i8IBUBSFZPVUBMLJOHBCPVU w3FBHBOTOBQQFE QVTIJOH
QBTU0CBNBBOEJOUPUIF$BMMPXBZBQBSUNFOU

ɨFUPPMTXFSFTUJMMPOUIFDPêFFUBCMFɨF+BXTPG-JGFMBZ
FYBDUMZXIFSFUIFNFOIBEQMBDFEJU0OMZPOFUIJOHXBTEJêFS
FOUXIFOUIFNFOSFUVSOFEUP.ST$BMMPXBZTGPSNBMMJWJOHSPPN 
BOEGPSUIBUSFBTPOUIFZOFWFSIBEUPBTLIFSBTJOHMFRVFTUJPO
#FDBVTF UIF TBGF PO XIJDI UIFZ IBE CFFO XPSLJOH GPS
IPVSTOPXTBUXJUIUIFEPPSQSPQQFEPQFO SFWFBMJOHUIFMBSHFTU
ZFMMPXEJBNPOEUIBUBOZPGUIFNIBEFWFSTFFO

*O UIF CBMMSPPN  UIJOHT XFSF DIBOHJOH  UIPVHI OP POF
SFBMMZLOFXXIBU0SIPX#VUUIFBJSXBTOPEPVCUEJêFSFOUXIFO
.ST$BMMPXBZTUSPMMFEJO VOIBSNFECVUPCWJPVTMZDPOGVTFEɨF
NFO XFSF HBUIFSJOH UIFJS CBHT PG MPPU BOE NPWJOH BSPVOE UIF
SPPNXJUISFOFXFEQVSQPTF NBLJOHTVSFUIFZXFSFMFBWJOHOPUI
JOHJNQPSUBOUCFIJOE UIFJSXPSLëOBMMZëOJTIFE
i-PPLT MJLF ZPVS HJSM EFMJWFSFE w .BDFZ TBJE UISPVHI UIF
VOJUJOIFSFBS"DSPTTUIFSPPN TIFTBX)BMFTIJGUUPXBSEIFS
i4IFBMXBZTEPFT wIFTBJE IJTNPVUIJOWJTJCMFCFIJOEUIF
$MJOUPONBTLIFLFQUQVMMFEEPXO
#VUUIFO0CBNBESPQQFEBCBHPOUIFìPPSBOETIPVUFE
TPNFUIJOHJOBMBOHVBHF)BMFEJEOUVOEFSTUBOE
i8IBUEJEIFTBZ w)BMFBTLFE
i*UTUJNFGPS$MJOUPOUPHPDIFDLPOUIFFMFWBUPS w.BDFZ
translated.
)BMFTNJMFEi(MBEUPw
#VU.BDFZXBTBMSFBEZTMJQQJOHPVUPGUIFUJFT)BMFIBE
OFWFSUJHIUFOFEBSPVOEIFSXSJTUT4IFXBTBMSFBEZUBLJOHPêIFS
broken shoe.
i8IFSF EP ZPV UIJOL ZPVSF HPJOH w )BMF BTLFE )F
TUPQQFE)FMPPLFEBUIFS
"OEFWFOJOUIFEBSLOFTTUIFSFXBTBTQBSLJO.BDFZTFZFT

XIFOTIFUPMEIJN i5PFOEJUw

ɨF 48"5 UFBN XBT DBSFGVM JO DPNJOH VQ UIF TUBJST 
TMPXMZDMFBSJOHDPSOFSTBOENBLJOHUIFJSXBZJOUIFEBSL*UXBTB
HPPEUIJOH JUUVSOFEPVU PSFMTFUIFZNJHIUIBWFUSJQQFEPWFSUIF
NBOJOUIF0CBNBNBTL XIPTBUIBOEDVêFEUPUIFSBJMJOHPGUIF
FNFSHFODZFYJUTUBJST
8IFO UIF UFBN SFBDIFE UIF "UIFOJBT JOEVTUSJBMTJ[FE
LJUDIFO  UIFZ GPVOE UIF NBO XIP IBE TUBSUFE IJT FWFOJOH JO B
$MJOUPONBTLCPVOEBOEHBHHFEBOEMZJOHJOBMBSHFXBMLJOSF
GSJHFSBUPS SJHIUXIFSF.BDFZ.D)FOSZIBEMFGUIJN
#VUJUXBTOUVOUJMUIFUFBNëOBMMZCSFBDIFEUIFDPSSJEPS
UIBUSBOBMPOHUIFCBDLPGUIFCBMMSPPNUIBUUIFZIFBSECBOHJOH
BOEGPVOE$BSUFS #VTI BOE3FBHBOJOBGSFJHIUFMFWBUPSUIBUIBE
CFFO JO UIF 48"5 UFBNT QSPGFTTJPOBM PQJOJPO  CPPCZUSBQQFE 
MPDLJOH UIF NFO JOTJEF  B TJNQMF OPUF UBQFE UP UIF PVUFS EPPST 
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Intrigued?
Keep reading for a glimpse into Kat and
Hale’s world in the New York Times best seller

ONE

Bb
No one knew for certain when the trouble started at the
Colgan School. Some members of its alumni association
blamed the decision to admit girls. Others cited newfangled
liberal ideals and a general decline in the respect for elders
worldwide. But whatever the theory, no one could deny
that, recently, life at the Colgan School was different.
Oh, its grounds were still perfectly manicured. Three
quarters of the senior class were already well on their
way to being early-accepted into the Ivy League. Photos
of presidents and senators and CEOs still lined the darkpanelled hallway outside the headmaster’s office.
But in the old days, no one would ever have declined
admission to Colgan on the day before classes started,
forcing the administration to scramble to fill the slot.
Historically, any vacancy would have been met with
a waiting list a mile long, but this year, for some reason,
there was only one applicant eager to enrol at that late date.
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Most of all, there had been a time when honour meant
something at the Colgan School, when school property
was respected, when the faculty was revered – when the
head-master’s mint-condition 1958 Porsche Speedster
would never have been placed on top of the fountain in
the quad with water shooting out of its headlights on an
unusually warm evening in November.
There had been a time when the girl responsible – the
very one who had lucked into that last-minute vacancy
only a few months before – would have had the decency
to admit what she’d done and quietly taken her leave of
the school. But unfortunately, that era, much like the
headmaster’s car, was finished.
Two days after Porsche-gate, as the students had taken
to calling it, the girl in question had the nerve to sit in
the hallway of the administration building beneath the
black-and-white stare of three senators, two presidents,
and a Supreme Court justice, with her head held high, as
if she’d done nothing wrong.
More students than usual filed down the corridor that
day, going out of their way to steal a glance and whisper
behind cupped hands.
“That’s her.”
“She’s the one I was telling you about.”
“How do you think she did it?”
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Any other student might have flinched in that bright
spotlight, but from the moment Katarina Bishop set
foot on the Colgan campus, she’d been something of an
enigma. Some said she’d gained her last-minute slot because
she was the daughter of an incredibly wealthy European
businessman who had made a very generous donation.
Some looked at her perfect posture and cool demeanour,
rolled her first name across their tongues, and assumed that
she was Russian royalty – one of the last of the Romanovs.
Some called her a hero; others called her a freak.
Everyone had heard a different story, but no one knew
the truth – that Kat really had grown up all over Europe,
but she wasn’t an heiress. That she did, in fact, have
a Fabergé egg, but she wasn’t a Romanov. Kat herself could
have added a thousand rumours to the mill, but she stayed
quiet, knowing that the only thing no one would believe
was the truth.
“Katarina?” the headmaster’s secretary called. “The
board will see you now.”
Kat rose calmly, but as she stepped towards the open
door twenty feet from the headmaster’s office, she heard
her shoes squeak; she felt her hands tingle. Every nerve
in her body seemed to stand on end as she realized that
somehow, in the last three months, she had become
someone who wore squeaky shoes.
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That, whether she liked it or not, they were going to
hear her coming.
Kat was used to looking at a room and seeing all the
angles, but she’d never seen a room quite like this before.
Though the hallway outside was long and straight, this
room was round. Dark wood surrounded her; dim lights
hung from a low ceiling. It felt to Kat almost like a cave,
except for a tall, slim window where a narrow beam of
sunlight came pouring in. Suddenly, Kat found herself
reaching out, wanting to run her hands through the rays.
But then someone cleared his throat, a pencil rolled across
a desk, and Kat’s shoes squeaked again, bringing her back
to the moment.
“You may sit down.”
The voice came from the back of the room, and at
first Kat didn’t know who’d spoken. Like the voice, the
faces before her were unfamiliar: the twelve on her right
were wrinkle-free and fresh – students just like her (or as
much like her as a Colgan student could possibly be). The
twelve people on her left had hair that was a little thinner,
or makeup that was a little heavier. But regardless of age,
all the members of the Colgan School Honour Board were
wearing identical black robes and impassive expressions as
they watched Kat walk to the centre of the circular room.
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“Sit, Ms Bishop,” Headmaster Franklin said from his
place in the front row. He looked especially pale in his
dark robe. His cheeks were too puffy, his hair too styled.
He was the sort of man, Kat realized, who probably wished
he were as fast and sporty as his car. And then, despite
everything, Kat grinned a little, imagining the headmaster
himself propped up in the middle of the quad, squirting
water.
As Kat took her seat, the senior boy beside the
headmaster rose and announced, “The Colgan School
Honour Board shall come to order.” His voice echoed
around the room. “All who wish to speak shall be heard.
All who wish to follow the light shall see. All who wish to
seek justice shall find the truth. Honour for one,” the boy
finished, and before Kat could really process what she’d
heard, twenty-four voices chorused, “Honour for all.”
The boy sat and ruffled through the pages of an old
leather-bound book until the headmaster prodded,
“Jason…”
“Oh. Yeah.” Jason picked up the heavy book. “The Colgan
School Honour Board will hear the case of Katarina
Bishop, sophomore. The committee will hear testimony
that on the tenth of November, Ms Bishop did willfuly
…um…steal personal property.” Jason chose his words
carefully, while a girl in the second row stifled a laugh.
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“That by committing this act at two am, she was also
in violation of the school curfew. And that Ms Bishop
wilfully destroyed school artifacts.” Jason lowered the
book and paused – a little more dramatically than
necessary, Kat thought – before he added, “According to
the Colgan Code of Honour, these charges are punishable
by expulsion. Do you understand the charges as they have
been read to you?”
Kat took a moment to make sure the board really did
want her to respond before she said, “I didn’t do it.”
“The charges.” Headmaster Franklin leaned forward.
“The question, Ms Bishop, was whether you understood
the charges.”
“I do.” Kat felt her heartbeat change rhythm. “I just
don’t agree with them.”
“I—” the headmaster started again, but a woman to his
right touched his arm lightly.
She smiled at Kat as she said, “Headmaster, I seem to
remember that in matters such as this, it’s customary to take
the student’s full academic history into account. Perhaps
we should begin with a review of Ms Bishop’s record?”
“Oh.” The headmaster seemed to deflate a bit. “Well,
that’s quite right, Ms Connors, but since Ms Bishop has
only been with us a few months, she has no record to
speak of.”
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“But surely this is not the first school the young woman
has attended?” Ms Connors asked, and Kat bit back
a nervous laugh.
“Well, yes,” the headmaster admitted grudgingly. “Of
course. And we tried to contact those schools, but there
was a fire at Trinity that destroyed the entire admissions
office and most of their records. And the Bern Institute
experienced a terrible computer crash last summer, so
we’ve had a very difficult time finding…things.”
The headmaster looked at Kat as if disasters must
follow wherever she went. Ms Connors, on the other hand,
looked impressed. “Those are two of the finest schools in
Europe.”
“Yes, ma’am. My father, he…does a lot of work there.”
“What do your parents do?”
As Kat searched the second row for the girl who’d
posed the question, she started to ask exactly why her
parents’ occupations mattered. But then she remembered
that Colgan was the kind of place where who your parents
were and what they did always seemed to matter.
“My mother died when I was six.”
A few people gave a slight sigh at this, but Headmaster Franklin pressed on. “And your father?” he asked,
unwilling to let a conveniently deceased mother swing
any sympathy votes Kat’s way. “What does he do?”
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“Art,” Kat said simply, carefully. “He does a lot of
things, but he specializes in art.”
At this, the head of the fine arts department perked
up. “Collecting?” the man asked.
Again Kat had to fight back a smile. “More like…
distribution.”
“Interesting though this may be,” Headmaster Franklin
interrupted, “it does not pertain to…the matter at hand.”
Kat could have sworn he’d stopped himself from saying to
my convertible.
No one responded. The only motion in the room was
the dust that still danced in the narrow beam of falling
light. Finally, Headmaster Franklin leaned forwards and
narrowed his eyes. Kat had seen lasers with less focus as
the headmaster snapped: “Ms Bishop, where were you on
the night of November tenth?”
“In my room. Studying.”
“On a Friday night? You were studying?” The
headmaster glanced at his colleagues as if that were the
most outrageous lie any Colgan student had ever dared
to utter.
“Well, Colgan is an exceptionally difficult institution.
I have to study.”
“And you didn’t see anyone?” Jason asked.
“No, I—”
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“Oh, but someone saw you, didn’t they, Ms Bishop?”
Headmaster Franklin’s voice was cold and sharp. “We
have cameras monitoring the grounds. Or didn’t you
know?” he asked with a chuckle.
But of course Kat knew about the cameras. She
suspected she knew more about every aspect of Colgan
security than the headmaster did, but she didn’t think
this was the appropriate time to say so. There were too
many witnesses. Too much was at stake. And, besides,
the headmaster was already smiling triumphantly and
dimming the lights with a remote control. Kat had to
twist in her chair to see a section of the round wall sliding
aside, revealing a large TV.
“This young woman bears a striking resemblance to
you, does she not, Ms Bishop?” As Kat watched the grainy
black-and-white video, she recognized the quad, of course,
but she had never seen the person who was running across
it wearing a black hooded sweatshirt.
“That’s not me.”
“But the dormitory doors were only opened once
that night – at 2:27 am – using a student identification
card. This card.” Kat’s stomach flipped as the single-worst
picture she had ever taken appeared on the screen. “This
is your Colgan student ID, is it not, Ms Bishop?”
“Yes, but—”
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“And this” – Headmaster Franklin reached beneath
his seat – “was found during a search of your belongings.”
The personalized licence plate –

colgan-1

– seemed to

glow as he held it above his head.
It felt to Kat as though all the air had left the dim room
as a strange feeling swept over her. After all, accused she
could handle; wrongly accused was entirely new territory.
“Katarina?” Ms Connors asked, as if begging Kat to
prove them wrong.
“I know that seems like a lot of very convincing
evidence,” Kat said, her mind working, gears spinning.
“Maybe too much evidence? I mean, would I really use my
own ID if I’d done it?”
“So since there is evidence that you did it, that should
prove that you didn’t do it?” Even Ms Connors sounded
sceptical.
“Well,” Kat said, “I’m not stupid.”
The headmaster laughed. “Oh, well, how would you
have done it?” He was mocking her – baiting her – yet Kat
couldn’t help but think about the answer:
There was a shortcut behind Warren Hall that was closer
and darker and completely void of cameras…
The doors wouldn’t need an ID. to open if you had enough
Bubblicious to cover the sensor on your way out…
If you’re going to pull a prank of that nature, you don’t do
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it the night before a morning when the maintenance staff will
be awake long before the students…
Headmaster Franklin smiled smugly, relishing her
silence, as if he were so smart.
But Kat had already learned that people at Colgan
were frequently wrong – like when her Italian teacher
had said that Kat’s accent would always make her stand
out on the streets of Rome (even though Kat had already
passed for a Franciscan nun during a particularly difficult
job in Vatican City). She thought about how silly her
History of Art teacher had sounded when she’d waxed
poetic about seeing the Mona Lisa (when Kat knew for
a fact that the Louvre’s original had been replaced with
a fake in 1862).
Kat had learned quite a lot of things before enrolling
at the Colgan School – but the thing that she knew best
was that this was the kind of place where she could never
share them.
“I don’t know about Trinity or Bern or any of those
European schools, young lady, but at the Colgan School
we follow the rules.” The headmaster’s fist banged the
table. “We respect the property of others. We adhere to
the honour code of this institution and the laws of this
country.”
But Kat already knew about honour. She’d grown up
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with her own set of rules. And the first rule of Katarina
Bishop’s family was simple: Don’t get caught.
“Katarina,” Ms Connors said, “do you have anything to
add that might explain this?”
Kat could have said, That’s not me or There must be some
kind of mistake. The great irony was that if this had been
an ordinary con, she could have lied her way through it
without a second thought. But the truth? That, she wasn’t
so good at.
Her ID. badge had been duplicated. The licence plate
had been planted in her room. Someone had dressed like
her and made sure they were caught on camera.
She’d been framed. And Kat didn’t dare say what she
was thinking: that whoever had done it, they were very,
very good.
Kat’s bags were packed in twenty minutes. She might have
lingered, saying her goodbyes, but there were no goodbyes
to say. And so, after three months at Colgan, Kat couldn’t
help but wonder if the day she got expelled from boarding
school might become the proudest moment of her family’s
long and colourful past. She imagined everyone sitting
around Uncle Eddie’s kitchen table years from now, telling
about the time little Katarina stole a whole other life and
then walked away without a trace.
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Well, almost, Kat thought as she carried her bags past
the once-perfect lawn. Ruts still tracked to and from the
mangled fountain in the centre of the quad: a muddy
reminder that would no doubt last until spring.
She heard laughter coming from behind her, and
turned. A group of eighth grade boys was standing
together, whispering, until one bravely broke away from
the pack.
“Uh…” he started, then glanced back at his friends,
summoning courage. “We were wondering…um. How’d
you do it?”
A stretch limo pulled through the ornate gates and up
to the kerb. The boot popped open. As the driver started
for her bags, Kat looked at the boys and then back at
Colgan one final time. “That is an excellent question.”
The bells chimed. Students hurried between classes,
across the quad. And as Kat crawled into the backseat of
the limo, she couldn’t help feeling slightly sad, or as sad
as anyone could feel about losing something that wasn’t
rightfully theirs to begin with. She leaned back and
sighed, “Well, I guess that’s over.”
And it would have been…if another voice hadn’t said,
“Actually, it’s just beginning.”
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Kat jumped. In the dim light, she hadn’t noticed the figure
sitting at the other end of the limo’s bench, smiling back
at her.
“Hale?” she asked as if the boy might be an imposter.
But then a very different question crossed her mind. “Hale,
what are you doing here?”
“I thought you might need a ride.”
“The headmaster’s office called me a car.”
He shrugged, indifferent but amused. “And here I am
in a submarine.”
As the limo pulled out of the school’s circular driveway,
Hale turned and looked out the window. Kat watched him
take in the grounds, a faint smile on his lips as if there
were no place on earth he really had to be. Kat sometimes
wondered if that kind of self-assurance was something only
very old money could buy. Then she wondered if it was
something you could steal.
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Hale waved as the gates of the Colgan School faded
into the distance. “Goodbye, Colgan!” He turned to her.
“Hello, Kitty Kat.”
“Hale, how did you know I was…”
But Kat didn’t finish. Suddenly, she wasn’t in the
back of a limo – she was sitting on a hard chair, staring
at the black-and-white surveillance footage of someone
in a hooded sweatshirt running across the quad. She was
looking at the image of her own student ID. magnified on
a TV screen. She was watching Headmaster Franklin hold
a crumpled vanity plate above his head for all to see.
“Hale,” Kat sighed. “The headmaster’s car? Really?
That’s not too clichéd for you?”
“What can I say?” He shrugged. “I’m an old-fashioned
guy. Besides, it’s a classic for a reason.” He leaned against
the window. “It’s good to see you, Kat.”
Kat didn’t know what to say. It’s good to see you too?
Thanks for getting me kicked out? Is it possible you’ve got
even hotter? I think I might have missed you?
So instead she settled on, “Did my father put you up
to this?”
Hale exhaled a quick laugh and shook his head. “He
hasn’treturned my calls since Barcelona.” He leaned closer
and whispered, “I think he might still be mad at me.”
“Yeah, well, that makes two of us.”
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“Hey,” Hale snapped. “We all agreed that that monkey
seemed perfectly well trained at the time.”
Kat simply shook her head. “You got me kicked out,
Hale.”
He grinned and gave a slow bow. “You’re welcome.”
“You trashed the headmaster’s car.”
“W. W. Hale the Fourth bought that car for Headmaster
Franklin, or didn’t they mention that? Granted, it was
to make up for a fire that W. W. Hale the Fifth allegedly
started in the eighth grade – before they suggested that all
current and future W. W. Hales continue their educations
elsewhere – which worked out just as well since I’m at the
Knightsbury Institute now.”
“I’ve never heard of it.”
“My father got a letter just last week telling him that
I have become a model student.”
“Congratulations,” Kat said, doubting it.
“Yeah, well, I’m the only student.” He grinned a very
Hale-like grin. “Of course, the downside of attending
a fictional school is that our lacrosse team sucks. Anyway,
if the Colgan School wanted to be technical about it,
I trashed my car.”
She studied W. W. Hale the Fifth. He looked older
than sixteen, with messy light brown hair and golden
skin, and a first name that, despite two years of effort,
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Kat had never learned.
“I doubt they’d see it that way, Wesley ?” she guessed.
Hale smiled. “Not. Even. Close.”
So far Kat had been through all the Wa’s she could
think of, but Hale hadn’t admitted to being Walter or
Ward or Washington. He’d firmly denied both Warren
and Waverly. Watson had prompted him to do a very
bad Sherlock Holmes impersonation throughout a good
portion of a train ride to Edinburgh, Scotland. And
Wayne seemed so wrong that she hadn’t even tried.
Hale was Hale. And not knowing what the W’s stood
for had become a constant reminder to Kat that, in life,
there are some things that can be given but never stolen.
Of course, that didn’t stop her from trying.
“So, how long before you broke into the student records
office?” Hale asked. “A week?” Kat felt her cheeks go red.
“But you didn’t find anything on me, did you?” He raised
an eyebrow. “Kat,” he sighed her name. “That is so sweet.
And innocent. Naive looks good on you.”
“Don’t get used to it.”
He shook his head. “Oh, I won’t.”
The whisperlike purr of the engine filled the car as it
snaked through the countryside.
“Why’d you do it, Hale?”
“You don’t belong in that place.”
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“Why’d you do it?” she asked again, her patience
wearing thin. “I’m not joking, Hale.”
“Neither am I, Kat.”
“You’ve got—”
“A job for you,” Hale said. “And only you,” he added
before she could protest.
The hills were growing steeper. Leaves scattered in the
wind, and in the distance, the sun glistened off a lake. But
Kat didn’t take her eyes off Hale as she said, “I don’t want
a job.”
“You’ll want this one.”
“I’m out of the family business. Or haven’t you heard?”
“Fine.” Hale crossed his arms and sank deeper into the
seat. He leaned his head back and closed his eyes. Kat
could have sworn he was already half asleep when he
asked, “But are you out of the family?”
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Of all the houses the Hale family owned, W. W. Hale the
Fifth’s favourite wasn’t the penthouse on Park Avenue
(too pretentious), or the flat in Hong Kong (too noisy),
or even the mansion on Martha’s Vineyard (entirely too
much sand). No, the youngest Hale was only truly fond
of the old, six-hundred-acre estate in rural New York. At
least, that was the only place where Kat had ever heard
him say…
“We’re home.”
The foyer was two storeys tall and stretched in front
of them for at least thirty feet. Hale walked ahead of her,
hurrying past the Monet in the hall as if that would keep
her from noticing it – or stealing it. He gestured toward
the stairs. “Marcus put you in the blue room. You can go
upstairs if you want. Or we can go out to the veranda and
have Marcus bring you something to eat. Are you hungry?
I didn’t even ask. Do you want—”
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“I want you to tell me what’s going on.”
After hours of watching the New England countryside
roll by, and listening to Hale snore, Kat was finished with
plotting and strategizing how to get her boarding school
life back. She was out of options, so she called upon every
thief’s oldest and most trusted method for getting what
she wants: Ask nicely.
“Please, Hale.”
But he didn’t answer. He was too busy walking down
the main hall, guiding Kat into a dim room that she
had never seen before. Moonlight cascaded through the
windows that lined one wall. There were bookshelves
and leather sofas, brandy decanters and the stale smell of
old cigars and even older money. There was no doubt in
Kat’s mind that it was an important room. For important
men. And yet Kat brushed past Hale without a second
thought…until she saw the painting.
Stepping towards it was like approaching a window
into another country, another century. She studied the
rich colours and strong brushstrokes. “It’s beautiful,”
she whispered, staring at the work of an Old Master in
the moonlight.
“It’s Vermeer.”
Kat turned to the boy who lingered in the doorway.
“It’s stolen.”
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“What can I say?” Hale eased behind her and studied
the painting over her shoulder. “I met a very nice man who
bet me that he had the best security system in Istanbul.”
His breath was warm on the back of her neck. “He was
mistaken.”
Kat stayed perfectly still as Hale walked to the desk in
the far corner of the massive room, picked up a telephone
and said, “Marcus, we’re home. Could you get some –
Yeah. The library.” He held his hand over the receiver.
“Do you like corned beef?” Kat glared at him, but he only
smiled. “She loves it!” he exclaimed. He hung up and
collapsed onto one of the leather sofas as if he owned the
place, which, Kat had to remind herself, he did.
“So,” Hale said with a slow, easy grin, “did you miss me?”
A good thief is always a great liar. It’s part of the skill
set, the tools, the craft. And at that moment, Kat thought
it was probably a very good thing she’d walked away from
the life, because when she said, “No,” Hale just smiled
wider.
“It really is good to see you, Kat.”
“You might want to remember who I am before you try
to con me.”
“No.” Hale shook his head. “You might want to
remember who you are. You want to go back to Colgan, is
that it? After I saved you from that place?”
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“Colgan wasn’t so bad. I could have been normal at
Colgan.”
Hale laughed. “Trust me: you would never have been
normal at Colgan.”
“I could have been happy at Colgan.”
“They kicked you out, Kat.”
“Because you framed me!”
Hale shrugged. “Fair enough.” He stretched his arms
over the back of the couch. “I sprung you because I’ve got
a message for you.”
“Doesn’t your family own a cell phone company?”
“Only a little one.” He held his fingers an inch apart
to illustrate his point. “Besides, it’s more of a face-to-face
kind of message.”
“I thought my dad wasn’t speaking to…” She trailed
off. Hale shook his head. And suddenly Kat understood
everything a little better. She dropped onto the sofa
opposite him and asked, “So how is Uncle Eddie?”
“He’s good.” Hale nodded. “He sends his love. He
says the Colgan School will rob you of your soul.” She
started to protest, but Hale stopped her. “But that’s not
the message.”
“Hale,” Kat exhaled, growing weary.
“Kat,” Hale mimicked. “Do you want to hear Uncle
Eddie’s message or not?”
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“Yes.”
“He says he’s got to give them back.”
“What?” Kat was sure she hadn’t heard correctly.
“Uncle Eddie’s got to give what—”
“No. That is the message. And I quote. ‘He’s got to give
them back.’”
Kat shook her head. “I don’t understand.”
“There was a job, Kat. A week ago. In Italy.”
“I haven’t heard about any jobs,” Kat insisted before
remembering that she’d been out of the world. The loop.
The life. She knew what the Colgan cafeteria was serving
every day this month, but this…
“Private collection,” Hale continued. “Very high-end
paintings. Very high security. Very high risk. Two – maybe
three – crews in the world could have done it, and—”
“My dad’s at the top of the list?”
Hale shook his head. “There is no list. There’s just—”
“Dad.” Kat sat for a moment, thinking, then sighed.
“So?” she asked. Suddenly it all seemed preposterous. “So
what? This is what he does, Hale. This is what we all do.
What makes this time any different?”
She stood and started for the door, but in a flash, Hale
was standing; his hand was around her wrist.
“It’s different because it’s different, Kat. This guy – this
guy with the paintings – he’s a bad guy.”
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“I’m Bobby Bishop’s daughter, Hale. I know a lot of bad
guys.”
She tried to pull away, but Hale’s chest was pressed
against hers. His hands were warm against her skin. There
was a new urgency in his voice as he whispered, “Listen to
me, Kat. He’s not a bad guy like your dad and Uncle Eddie
are bad guys.” He took a deep breath. “Like I’m a bad guy.
This guy? His name’s Arturo Taccone, and he’s a whole
different kind of bad.”
In the two years since she’d met him, Kat had seen
Hale wear a lot of expressions: playful, intrigued, bored.
But she had never seen him scared before, and that, more
than anything, made her shiver.
“He wants his paintings back.” Hale’s voice was softer
now. The hard edge had left him, and something else had
settled in its place. “If he doesn’t have them in two weeks,
then…” Hale obviously didn’t want to say what came next,
which was just as well. Kat didn’t want to hear it.
As she dropped back onto the sofa, Kat couldn’t
remember the last time she’d been speechless. Then again,
she also couldn’t remember the last time she’d been framed
for a crime she didn’t commit, kicked out of a boarding
school that it had taken her three whole months to con
her way into, and then, technically, kidnapped by a guy
who could buy a Monet and yet couldn’t resist stealing a
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Vermeer. Speechless seemed OK under the circumstances.
“My dad used to be more careful than this,” she said
softly.
“Your dad used to have you.”
Kat ate her corned beef sandwich. She drank some
lemonade. She was aware, faintly, of Hale watching her,
but that was only because he was Hale, and the part of Kat
that made her a girl wouldn’t let her forget that he was in
the room. Otherwise, she was as quiet as a church mouse.
She would have made her family proud.
An hour later Marcus was leading Kat up the sweeping
staircase, and Kat was staring, trying to guess whether
the silver-haired man was closer in age to fifty or eighty.
She was listening, trying to determine whether his accent
was more Scottish than Welsh. But most of all, Kat was
wondering why Marcus was the only servant she had ever
seen orbiting around Planet Hale.
“I’ve taken the liberty of putting you in Mrs Hale’s
room, miss”
Marcus opened a wide set of double doors, and Kat
started to protest – the mansion had fourteen bedrooms,
after all. But then Marcus switched on the lights, and
Kat breathed in the stale air of a room that was clean but
neglected. It had a king-size bed, a chaise longue, and at
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least twenty silk-covered pillows, all in varying shades of
blue. It was beautiful but sad, Kat thought. It needed to
feel a beating heart.
“If there is anything you need, miss,” Marcus told her
from the door, “I’m number seven on the house phone.”
“No,” Kat mumbled. “I mean, yes. I mean…I don’t
need anything. Thank you.”
“Very well, miss,” he said, reaching for the doors.
“Marcus?” She stopped him. “Have Hale’s parents…I mean
Mr and Mrs Hale… How long will they be away?” Kat
asked, wondering which was sadder: having parents
who’ve died or ones who’ve simply floated away.
“The lady of the house will not be needing the room,
miss”
“Are you ever going to call me Kat, Marcus?”
“Not today, miss” He repeated softly, “Not today.”
He closed the door, and Kat listened to his footsteps
receding down the long hallway. She lay down on Hale’s
mother’s empty bed, the duvet cover cold against her skin.
She felt very much alone in that big room, thinking about
her dad and Uncle Eddie, about Porsche Speedsters and
Monet.
Hours passed. Her thoughts blended together until
they were like an Impressionist painting, and Kat knew
she was too close to see anything plainly. She thought
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about crime, as she so often had in her fifteen years –
ever since the day her father had told her he’d buy her ice
cream if she would scream, and keep screaming until one
of the guards outside the Tower of London left his post to
see what was wrong.
She heard Hale’s words: He used to have you.
Kat jumped from the bed and rifled through her bags
until she found her passport. She flipped it open and saw
the name Melanie O’Hara beside a picture of herself in
a red wig. She dug again, flipped open another cover: Erica
Sampson, a slender blonde. Three more tries yielded three
more memories, until Kat found…herself.
She tucked those other girls away. For now. Then she
picked up the phone and dialed. “Marcus?”
“Yes, miss,” he replied, seeming too alert for four am.
“I think I may need to leave.”
“Of course, miss If you’ll look by the phone, you’ll see
I’ve already taken the liberty…”
Then Kat saw it – an envelope. A plane ticket. Eight
am first class to Paris.
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Read on
for a peek at the book that started
it all for the Gallagher Girls.
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Chapter 1
I suppose a lot of teenage girls feel invisible sometimes,
like they just disappear. Well, that’s me – Cammie the
Chameleon. But I’m luckier than most because, at my
school, that’s considered cool.
I go to a school for spies.
Of course, technically, the Gallagher Academy for
Exceptional Young Women is a school for geniuses – not
spies – and we’re free to pursue any career that befits our
exceptional educations. But when a school tells you that,
and then teaches you things like advanced encryption and
fourteen different languages, it’s kind of like big tobacco
telling kids not to smoke; so all of us Gallagher Girls know
lip service when we hear it. Even my mom rolls her eyes
but doesn’t correct me when I call it spy school, and she’s
the headmistress. Of course, she’s also a retired CIA
5
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operative, and it was her idea for me to write this, my first
Covert Operations Report, to summarise what happened
last semester. She’s always telling us that the worst part of
the spy life isn’t the danger – it’s the paperwork. After all,
when you’re on a plane home from Istanbul with a nuclear
warhead in a hatbox, the last thing you want to do is write
a report about it. So that’s why I’m writing this – for
the practice.
If you’ve got a Level Four clearance or higher, you
probably know all about us Gallagher Girls, since we’ve
been around for more than a hundred years (the school, not
me – I’ll turn sixteen next month!). But if you don’t have
that kind of clearance, then you probably think we’re just
an urban spy myth – like jet packs and invisibility suits –
and you drive by our ivy-covered walls, look at our
gorgeous mansion and manicured grounds, and assume,
like everyone else, that the Gallagher Academy for
Exceptional Young Women is just a snooty boarding
school for bored heiresses with no place else to go.
Well, to tell you the truth, we’re totally fine with that –
it’s one of the reasons no one in the town of Roseville,
Virginia, thought twice about the long line of limousines
that brought my classmates back to school last September.
I watched from a window seat on the third floor of the
mansion as the cars materialised out of the blankets of
green foliage and turned through the towering wroughtiron gates. The half-mile-long driveway curved through the
6
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hills, looking as harmless as Dorothy’s yellow brick road,
not giving a clue that it’s equipped with laser beams that
read tire treads and sensors that check for explosives, and
one entire section that can open up and swallow a truck
whole. (If you think that’s dangerous, don’t even get me
started about the pond!)
I wrapped my arms around my knees and stared
through the window’s wavy glass. The red velvet curtains
were drawn around the tiny alcove, and I was enveloped
by an odd sense of peace, knowing that in twenty minutes,
the corridors were going to be crowded; music was going
to be blaring; and I was going to go from being an only
child to one of a hundred sisters, so I knew to savour the
silence while it lasted. Then, as if to prove my point, a loud
blast and the smell of burning hair came floating up the
main stairs from the second-floor Hall of History, followed
by Professor Buckingham’s distinguished voice crying,
“Girls! I told you not to touch that!” The smell got worse,
and one of the seventh graders was probably still on fire,
because Professor Buckingham yelled, “Stand still. Stand
still, I say!”
Then Professor Buckingham said some French swear
words that the seventh graders probably wouldn’t
understand for three semesters, and I remembered how
every year during new student orientation one of the
newbies will get cocky and try to show off by grabbing the
sword Gillian Gallagher used to slay the guy who was
7
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going to kill Abraham Lincoln—the first guy, that is. The
one you never hear about.
But what the newbies aren’t told on their tour of the
school grounds is that Gilly’s sword is charged with enough
electricity to…well…light your hair on fire.
I just love the start of school.
I think our room used to be an attic, once upon a time. It
has these cool alcoves and oddly shaped windows and lots
of little nooks and crannies, where a girl can sit with her
back against the wall and listen to the thundering feet and
squeals of hello that are probably pretty standard at
boarding schools everywhere on the first day after summer
break (but they probably stop being standard when they
take place in Portuguese and Farsi). Out in the hall, Kim
Lee was talking about her summer in Singapore, and Tina
Walters was declaring that “Cairo was super cool.
Johannesburg – not so much”, which is exactly what my
mom had said when I’d complained about how Tina’s
parents were taking her to Africa over the summer whereas
I was going to have to visit my dad’s parents on their ranch
in Nebraska; an experience I’m fairly sure will never help
me break out of an enemy interrogation facility or disarm
a dirty bomb.
“Hey, where’s Cammie?” Tina asked, but I wasn’t
about to leave my room until I could come up with a story
to match the international exploits of my classmates,
8
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seventy per cent of whom are the daughters of current or
former government operatives – aka spies. Even Courtney
Bauer had spent a week in Paris, and her parents are both
optometrists, so you can see why I wasn’t especially eager
to admit that I’d spent three months plopped down right in
the middle of North America, cleaning fish.
I’d finally decided to tell them about the time I was
experimenting with average household items that can be
used as weapons and accidentally decapitated a scarecrow
(who knew knitting needles could do that kind of
damage?), when I heard the distinctive thud of luggage
crashing into a wall and a soft, Southern, “Oh,
Cammie…come out, come out, wherever you are.”
I peered around the corner and saw Liz posing in the
doorway, trying to look like Miss Alabama, but bearing
a greater resemblance to a toothpick in capri trousers and
flip-flops. A very red toothpick.
She smiled and said, “Did you miss me?”
Well, I did miss her, but I was totally afraid to hug her.
“What happened to you?”
Liz rolled her eyes and just said, “Don’t fall asleep by a
pool in Alabama,” as if she should have known better –
which she totally should have. I mean, we’re all technically
geniuses and everything, but at age nine, Liz had the
highest score on the third grade achievement tests ever.
The government keeps track of that kind of thing, so the
summer before seventh grade, her parents got a visit from
9
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some big guys in dark suits and three months later, Liz was
a Gallagher Girl – just not the kill-a-man-with-her-barehands variety. If I’m ever on a mission, I want Bex beside
me and Liz far, far away, with about a dozen computers
and a chessboard – a fact I couldn’t help but remember
when Liz tried to fling her suitcase onto the bed, but missed
and ended up knocking over a bookcase, demolishing my
stereo and flattening a perfectly-scaled replica of DNA that
I’d made out of papier-mâché in eighth grade.
“Oopsy daisy,” Liz said, throwing her hand to her
mouth.
Sure, she knows swear words in fourteen different
languages, but when faced with a minor catastrophe, Liz
says “oopsy daisy”. At that point I didn’t care how
sunburned she was – I had to hug my friend.
At 6.30 exactly, we were in our uniforms, sliding our hands
over the smooth mahogany banisters, and descending
down the staircases that spiral gracefully to the foyer floor.
Everyone was laughing (turns out my knitting needle story
was a big hit), but Liz and I kept looking towards the door
in the centre of the atrium below.
“Maybe there was trouble with the plane?” Liz
whispered. “Or customs? Or…I’m sure she’s just late.”
I nodded and continued glancing down at the foyer as
if, on cue, Bex was going to burst through the doors. But
they stayed closed, and Liz’s voice got squeakier as she
10
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asked, “Did you hear from her? I didn’t hear from her.
Why didn’t we hear from her?”
Well, I would have been surprised if we had heard
from her, to tell you the truth. As soon as Bex had told us
that both her mom and her dad were taking a leave of
absence to spend the summer with her, I knew she wasn’t
going to be much of a pen pal. Leave it to Liz to come to
a completely different conclusion.
“Oh my gosh, what if she dropped out?” Liz cranked
up the worry in her voice. “Did she get kicked out?”
“Why would you think that?”
“Well…” she said, stumbling over the obvious, “Bex
always has been kind of rules-optional.” Liz shrugged, and,
sadly, I couldn’t disagree. “And why else would she be
late? Gallagher Girls are never late! Cammie, you know
something, don’t you? You’ve got to know something!”
Times like this are when it’s no fun being the
headmistress’s daughter, because A) it’s totally annoying
when people think I’m in a loop I’m not in, and B) people
always assume I’m in partnership with the staff, which
really I’m not. Sure, I have private dinners with my mom
on Sunday nights, and sometimes she leaves me alone in her
office for five seconds, but that’s it. Whenever school is in
session, I’m just another Gallagher Girl (except for being
the girl to whom the aforementioned A and B apply).
I looked back down at the front doors, then turned to
Liz. “I bet she’s just late,” I said, praying that there would
11
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be a pop quiz over supper (nothing distracts Liz faster than
a pop quiz).
As we approached the massive, open doors of the
Grand Hall, where Gilly Gallagher supposedly poisoned
a man at her own ball, I involuntarily glanced up at the
electronic screen that read “English-American” even
though I knew we always talk in our own language and
accents for the Welcome Back Dinner. Our mealtime
conversations wouldn’t be taking place in ChineseMandarin for at least a week, I hoped.
We settled at our usual table in the Grand Hall, and
I finally felt at home. Of course, I’d actually been back for
three weeks, but my only company had been the newbies
and the staff. The only thing worse than being the only
upperclassman in a mansion full of seventh graders is
hanging out in the teachers’ lounge watching your Ancient
Languages professor put drops in the ears of the world’s
foremost authority on data encryption while he swears
he’ll never go scuba diving again. (Ew, mental picture of
Mr Mosckowitz in a wet suit! Gross!)
Since a girl can only read so many back issues of
Espionage Today, I usually spent those pre-semester days
wandering around the mansion, discovering hidden
compartments and secret passageways that are at least
a hundred years old and haven’t seen a good dusting in
about that long. Mostly, I tried to spend time with my
mom, but she’d been super-busy and totally distracted.
12
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Remembering this now, I thought about Bex’s mysterious
absence and suddenly began to worry that maybe Liz had
been onto something. Then Anna Fetterman squeezed
onto the bench next to Liz and asked, “Have you seen it?
Did you look?”
Anna was holding a blue slip of paper that instantly
dissolves when you put it in your mouth. (Even though it
looks like it will taste like candyfloss, it doesn’t – trust me!)
I don’t know why they always put our class schedules on
Evapopaper – probably so we can use up our stash of the
bad-tasting kind and move on to the good stuff, like mint
chocolate chip.
But Anna wasn’t thinking about the Evapopaper
flavour when she yelled, “We have Covert Operations!”
She sounded absolutely terrified, and I remembered that
she was probably the only Gallagher Girl that Liz could
take in a fistfight. I looked at Liz, and even she rolled her
eyes at Anna’s hysterics. After all, everyone knows the
sopomore year is the first time we get to do anything that
even approaches actual fieldwork. It’s our first exposure
to real spy stuff, but Anna seemed to be forgetting that the
class itself was, sadly, kind of easy-peasy.
“I’m pretty sure we can handle it,” Liz soothed, prying
the paper from Anna’s frail hands. “All Buckingham does
is tell horror stories about all the stuff she saw in World
War Two and show slides, remember? Ever since she
broke her hip she’s––”
13
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“But Buckingham is out!” Anna exclaimed, and this
got my attention.
I’m sure I stared at her for a second or two before
saying, “Professor Buckingham is still here, Anna,” not
adding that I’d spent half the morning coaxing Onyx, her
cat, down from the top shelf of the staff library. “That’s got
to be just a start-of-school rumour.” There were always
plenty of those – like how some girl got kidnapped by
terrorists, or one of the staff members won a hundred
grand on Wheel of Fortune. (Though, now that I think of it,
that one was actually true.)
“No,” Anna said. “You don’t understand. Buckingham’s
doing some kind of semi-retirement thing. She’s gonna do
orientation and acclimation for the newbies – but that’s it.
She’s not teaching anymore.”
Wordlessly, our heads turned, and we counted seats at
the staff table. Sure enough, there was an extra chair.
“Then who’s teaching CoveOps?” I asked.
Just then a loud murmur rippled through the
enormous room as my mom strolled through the doors at
the back of the hall, followed by all the usual suspects – the
twenty teachers I’d been looking at and learning from for
the past three years. Twenty teachers. Twenty-one chairs.
I know I’m the genius, but you do the maths.
Liz, Anna, and I all looked at each other, then back at
the staff table as we ran through the faces, trying to
comprehend that extra chair.
14
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One face was new, but we were expecting that,
because Professor Smith always returns from summer
vacation with a whole new look – literally. His nose was
larger, his ears more prominent, and a small mole had
been added to his left temple, disguising what he claimed
was the most wanted face on three continents. Rumour has
it he’s wanted by gun smugglers in the Middle East, exKGB hit men in Eastern Europe, and a very upset ex-wife
somewhere in Brazil. Sure, all this experience makes him a
great Countries of the World (COW) professor, but the
best thing Professor Smith brings to the Gallagher
Academy is the annual anticipation of guessing what face
he will assume in order to enjoy his summer break. He
hasn’t come back as a woman yet, but it’s probably just
a matter of time.
The teachers took their seats, but the chair stayed
empty as my mom took her place at the podium in the
centre of the long head table.
“Women of the Gallagher Academy, who comes here?”
she asked.
Just then, every girl at every table (even the newbies)
stood and said in unison, “We are the sisters of Gillian.”
“Why do you come?” my mother asked.
“To learn her skills. Honour her sword. And keep
her secrets.”
“To what end do you work?”
“To the cause of justice and light.”
15
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“How long will you strive?”
“For all the days of our lives.” We finished, and I felt
a little like a character on one of my grandma’s soap operas.
We sat down, but Mom remained standing. “Welcome
back, pupils,” she said, beaming. “This is going to be
a wonderful year here at the Gallagher Academy. For our
newest members” – she turned to the table of seventh
graders, who seemed to shiver under her intense gaze –
“welcome. You are about to begin the most challenging
year of your young lives. Rest assured that you would not
have been given this challenge were you not up to it. To
our returning pupils, this year will mark many changes.”
She glanced at her colleagues and seemed to ponder
something before turning back to face us. “We have come
to a time when––” But before she could finish, the doors
flew open, and not even three years of training at spy
school prepared me for what I saw.
Before I say any more, I should probably remind you
that I GO TO A GIRLS’ SCHOOL – that’s all girls, all the
time, with a few ear-drop-needing, plastic-surgery-getting
male faculty members thrown in for good measure. But
when we turned around, we saw a man walking in our
midst who would have made James Bond feel insecure.
Indiana Jones would have looked like a momma’s boy
compared to the man in the leather jacket with two days’
growth of beard who walked to where my mother stood
and then – horror of horrors – winked at her.
16
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“Sorry I’m late,” he said as he slid into the empty
chair.
His presence was so unprecedented, so surreal, that
I didn’t even realise Bex had squeezed onto the bench
between Liz and Anna, and I had to do a double take when
I saw her, and remembered that five seconds before she’d
been MIA.
“Trouble, ladies?” she asked.
“Where have you been?” Liz demanded.
“Forget that,” Anna cut in. “Who is he?”
But Bex was a natural-born spy. She just raised her
eyebrows and said, “You’ll see.”

17
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Chapter 2
Bex had spent six hours on a private jet, but her
cappuccino-coloured skin was glowing, and she looked as
if she’d just walked out of a skincare commercial, so I
really wanted to be petty and point out that the sign in the
foyer said we were supposed to be speaking English with
American accents during the Welcome Back Dinner. But
as the only non-US citizen Gallagher Girl in history, Bex
was used to being an exception. My mom had bent some
serious rules when her old friends from England’s MI6
called and asked if their daughter could be a Gallagher
Girl. Admitting Bex had been Mom’s first controversial act
as headmistress (but not her last).
“You have a good holiday, then?” Throughout the hall,
girls were beginning to eat, but Bex just blew a bubble with
her gum and grinned, daring us to ask her for the story.
18
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“Bex, if you know something, you’ve got to tell us,” Liz
demanded, even though it was totally pointless. No one can
make Bex do anything she doesn’t want to do. I may be
a chameleon, and Liz may be the next Einstein, but when
it comes to general stubbornness, Bex is the best spy ever!
She smirked, and I knew she’d probably been
planning this scene since she was halfway over the Atlantic
Ocean (in addition to being stubborn, Bex is also quite
theatrical). She waited until all eyes were on her – holding
the silence until Liz was about to explode, then she took
a warm bread roll from the basket on the table and
nonchalantly said, “New teacher.” She tore the bread in
half and slowly buttered it. “We gave him a lift from
London this morning. He’s an old pal of my father’s.”
“Name?” Liz asked, probably already planning how
she was going to hack into the CIA headquarters at
Langley for details as soon as we were free to go back to
our rooms.
“Solomon,” Bex said, eyeing us. “Joe Solomon.” She
sounded eerily like the black, teenage, female James Bond.
We all turned to look at Joe Solomon. He had the
scruffy beard and restless hands of an agent fresh off a
mission. Around me, the hall filled with whispers and
giggles – fuel that would have the rumour mill running on
high by midnight – and I remembered that, even though
the Gallagher Academy is a school for “girl geniuses”,
sometimes the emphasis should be kept on the “girl”.
19
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*
The next morning was torture. Absolute torture! And that’s
not a word I use lightly, considering the family business. So
maybe I should rephrase: the first day of classes was
challenging.
We didn’t exactly go to bed early…or even a little late
…or even at all, unless you count lying on the faux-fur rug
in the common room with the entire sophomore class
sprawled around me as the basis for a good night’s sleep.
When Liz woke us up at 7 am, we decided we could either
primp for an hour and skip breakfast, or throw on our
uniforms and eat like queens, before Professor Smith’s 8.05
COW lecture.
BS (Before Solomon), a breakfast of waffles and bagels
would have won out for sure. But today, Professor Smith
had a lot of eyelined and lip-glossed girls with growling
stomachs listening to him talk about civil unrest in the Baltic
States when 8.30 rolled around. I looked at my watch, the
ultimate pointless gesture at the Gallagher Academy,
because classes run precisely on time, but I had to see how
many seconds were standing between me and lunch.
(11,705, just in case you’re curious.)
When COW was over, we ran up two flights of stairs
to the fourth floor for Madame Dabney’s Culture and
Assimilation lessons which, sadly, that day did not include
tea. Then it was time for third period.
I had a pain in my neck from sleeping funny, at least
20
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five hours’ worth of homework, and a newfound realisation
that woman cannot live on cherry-flavoured lip gloss
alone. I dug in the bottom of my bag and found a very
questionable breath mint, and figured that if I was going to
die of starvation, I should at least have minty-fresh breath
for the benefit of whatever classmate or faculty member
would be forced to give me mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
Liz had to go by Mr Mosckowitz’s office to drop off an
extra-credit essay she’d written over the summer (yeah,
she’s that girl), so I was alone with Bex when we reached
the bottom of the grand staircase and turned into the small
corridor that was one of three ways to the Subs, or
subfloors, where we’d never been allowed before.
Standing in front of the full-length mirror, we tried
hard not to blink or do anything that might confuse the
optical scanner that was going to verify that we were, in
fact, sophomores and not freshmen trying to sneak down
to the Subs on a dare. I studied our reflections and realised
that I, Cameron Morgan, the headmistress’s daughter, who
knew more about the school than any Gallagher Girl since
Gilly herself, was getting ready to go deeper into the vault
of Gallagher secrets. Judging from the goose pimples on
Bex’s arm, I wasn’t the only one who got chills at the
thought of it.
A green light flashed in the eyes of a painting behind
us. The mirror slid aside, revealing a small elevator that
would take us one floor beneath the basement to the
21
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Covert Operations classroom and – if you want to be
dramatic about it – our destinies.
“Cammie,” Bex said slowly, “we’re in.”
We were sitting calmly, checking our (synchronised)
watches, and all thinking the exact same thing: something
is definitely different.
The Gallagher mansion is made of stone and wood. It
has carved banisters and towering fireplaces a girl can curl
up in front of on snowy days and read all about who killed
John F Kennedy (the real story), but somehow that elevator
had brought us into a space that didn’t belong in the same
century, much less the same building, as the rest of the
mansion. The walls were frosted glass. The tables were
stainless steel. But the absolute weirdest thing about the
Covert Operations classroom was that our teacher wasn’t
in it.
Joe Solomon was late – so late, I was beginning to get
a little resentful that I hadn’t taken the time to go steal
someM&M’s from my mom’s desk, because, frankly,
a two-year-old Tic Tac simply doesn’t satisfy the hunger of
a growing girl.
We sat quietly as the seconds ticked away, but I guess
the silence became too much for Tina Walters, because she
leaned across the aisle and said, “Cammie, what do you
know about him?”
Well, I only knew what Bex had told me, but Tina’s
22
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mother writes a gossip column in a major newspaper that
shall remain nameless (since that’s her cover and all), so
there was no way Tina wasn’t going to try to get to the
bottom of this story. Soon I was trapped under an
avalanche of questions like, “Where’s he from?” and “Does
he have a girlfriend?” and “Is it true he killed a Turkish
ambassador with a thong?”. I wasn’t sure if she was talking
about the sandals or the knickers, but in any case, I didn’t
have the answer.
“Come on,” Tina said, “I heard Madame Dabney telling
Chef Louis that your mom was working on him all summer
to get him to take the job. You had to hear something!”
So Tina’s interrogation did have one benefit: I finally
understood the hushed phone calls and locked doors that
had kept my mother distracted for weeks. I was just starting
to process what it meant, when Joe Solomon strolled into
class – five minutes late.
His hair was slightly damp, his white shirt neatly
pressed – and it’s either a tribute to his dreaminess or our
education that it took me two full minutes to realise he was
speaking in Japanese.
“What is the capital of Brunei?”
“Bandar Seri Begawan,” we replied.
“The square root of 97,969 is…” he asked in Swahili.
“Three hundred and thirteen,” Liz answered in
maths, because, as she likes to remind us, maths is the
universal language.
23
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“A Dominican dictator was assassinated in 1961,” he
said in Portuguese. “What was his name?”
In unison, we all said “Rafael Trujillo.”
(An act, I would like to point out, that was not
committed by a Gallagher Girl, despite rumours to the
contrary.)
I was just starting to get into the rhythm of our little
game, when Mr Solomon said, “Close your eyes,” in
Arabic.
We did as we were told.
“What colour are my shoes?” This time he spoke in
English and, amazingly, thirteen Gallagher Girls sat there
quietly without an answer.
“Am I right-handed or left-handed?” he asked, but
didn’t pause for a response. “Since I walked into this room
I have left fingerprints in five different places. Name
them!” he demanded, but was met with empty silence.
“Open your eyes,” he said, and when I did, I saw him
sitting on the corner of his desk, one foot on the floor and
the other hanging loosely off the side. “Yep,” he said. “You
girls are pretty smart. But you’re also kind of stupid.”
If we hadn’t known for a scientific fact that the Earth
simply can’t stop moving, we all would have sworn it had
just happened.
“Welcome to Covert Operations. I’m Joe Solomon.
I’ve never taught before, but I’ve been doing this stuff for
eighteen years, and I’m still breathing, so that means
24
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I know what I’m talking about. This is not going to be like
your other classes.”
My stomach growled, and Liz, who had opted for a full
breakfast and a ponytail, said, “Shhh,” as if I could make
it stop.
“Ladies, I’m going to get you ready for what goes on.”
He paused and pointed upward. “Out there. It’s not for
everyone, and that’s why I’m going to make this hard on
you. Damn hard. Impress me, and next year those
elevators might take you one floor lower. But if I have even
the slightest suspicion that you are not supremely gifted in
the area of fieldwork, then I’m going to save your life right
now and put you on the Operations and Research track.”
He stood and placed his hands in his pockets.
“Everyone starts in this business looking for adventure, but
I don’t care what your fantasies look like, ladies. If you
can’t get out from behind those desks and show me
something other than book smarts, then none of you will
ever see Sublevel Two.”
Out of the corner of my eye, I saw Mick Morrison
following his every word, almost salivating at the sound of
it, because Mick had been wanting to hurt someone for
years. Unsurprisingly, her beefy hand flew into the air.
“Does that mean you’ll be teaching us firearms, sir?” she
shouted as if a drill sergeant might make her drop and do
push-ups.
But Mr Solomon only walked around the desk and
25
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said, “In this business, if you need a gun, then it’s probably
too late for one to do any good.” Some of the air seemed
to go out of Mick’s well-toned body. “But on the bright
side,” he told her, “maybe they’ll bury you with it – that’s
assuming you get to be buried.”
My skin burned red. Tears filled my eyes. Before I even
knew what was happening, my throat was so tight I could
barely breathe as Joe Solomon stared at me. Then, as soon
as my eyes locked with his, he glanced away.
“The lucky ones come home, even if it is in a box.”
Although he hadn’t mentioned me by name, I felt my
classmates watching me. They all know what happened to
my dad – that he went on a mission, that he didn’t come
home. I’ll probably never know any more than those two
simple facts, but those two facts were all that mattered.
People call me The Chameleon here – if you go to spy
school, I guess that’s a pretty good nickname. I wonder
sometimes what made me that way, what keeps me still
and quiet when Liz is jabbering and Bex is, well, Bexing.
Am I good at going unnoticed because of my spy genetics
or because I’ve always been shy? Or am I just the girl
people would rather not see – lest they realise how easily it
could happen to them.
Mr Solomon took another step, and my classmates
pulled their gazes away just that quickly – everyone but
Bex, that is. She was inching towards the edge of her chair,
ready to keep me from tearing out the gorgeous green eyes
26
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of our new hot teacher as he said, “Get good, ladies. Or
get dead.”
A part of me wanted to run straight to my mom’s office
and tell her what he’d said, that he was talking about Dad,
implying that it had been his fault — that he wasn’t good
enough. But I stayed seated, possibly out of paralysing anger
but more probably because I feared, somewhere inside
me, that Mr Solomon was right and I didn’t want my mom
to say so.
Just then, Anna Fetterman pushed through the
frosted-glass doors and stood panting in front of the class.
“I’m sorry,” she said to Mr Solomon, still gasping for
breath. “The stupid scanners didn’t recognise me, so the
elevator locked me in, and I had to listen to a five-minute
prerecorded lecture about trying to sneak out of bounds,
and…” Her voice trailed off as she studied the teacher and
his very unimpressed expression, which I thought was a
little hypocritical coming from a man who had been five
minutes late himself.
“Don’t bother taking a seat,” Mr Solomon said as
Anna started towards a desk in the back of the room.
“Your classmates were just leaving.”
We all looked at our recently synchronised watches,
which showed the exact same thing: we had forty-five
minutes of class time left. Forty-five valuable and neverwasted minutes. After what seemed like forever, Liz’s hand
shot into the air.
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“Yes?” Joe Solomon sounded like someone with far
better things to do.
“Is there any homework?” she asked, and the class
turned instantly from shocked to irritated. (Never ask that
question in a room full of girls who are all black belts in
karate.)
“Yes,” Solomon said, holding the door in the universal
signal for get out. “Notice things.”
As I headed down the slick white hallway to the elevator
that had brought me there, I heard my classmates walking
in the opposite direction, towards the elevator closest to
our rooms. After what had just happened, I was glad
to hear their footsteps going the other way. I wasn’t
surprised when Bex came to stand beside me.
“You okay?” she asked, because that’s a best friend’s job.
“Yes,” I lied, because that’s what spies do.
We rode the elevator to the narrow first-floor hallway,
and as the doors slid open, I was seriously considering
going to see my mom (and not just for the M&M’s), when
I stepped into the dim corridor and heard a voice cry,
“Cameron Morgan!”
Professor Buckingham was rushing down the hall, and
I couldn’t imagine what would make the genteel British
lady speak in such a way, when, above us, a red light began
to whirl, and a screaming buzzer pierced our ears so that
we could barely hear the cries of the electronic voice
28
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that pulsed with the light, “CODE RED. CODE RED.
CODE RED.”
“Cameron Morgan!” Buckingham bellowed again,
grabbing Bex and me by our arms. “Your mother needs
you. NOW!”
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